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I.  Report Overview and Organization 
 
 
 
 
Desired Future Economic Position 
 

The Canary Islands Government wishes to diversify its economy by accelerating 

technology-based economic development. To further that goal, the IC² Institute is 

providing in this report: 

 

• Specification of assets and challenges for accelerated technology-based growth; 

 

• A competitive assessment of the Canary Islands as a strategic location for 

technology-based research and emerging companies;  

 

• Identification and analysis of technology clusters with promise for the future; and 
 
 

• Practical programs, policies, and procedures for action initiatives by the 

government, business, and academic sectors to improve the Islands’ competitive 

situation.   

 

Chapter II provides an introduction to some of the key assets and challenges for 

accelerating entrepreneurial growth in the Canary Islands.   

 

Chapter III presents six entrepreneurial case studies that were selected to show 

the breadth and potential of existing entrepreneurial technology-based ventures. They 

exemplify the range of entrepreneurial activity and challenges currently existing in the 

Canary Islands. The companies profiled are: 

 

Dobon’s Technology S.L. 

Dream Tech Architects S.L. (dta) 
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Internetisimo S.L 

Tecnologia Canaria del Agua 

E-Pyme Solutions and Development 
ImasDe’ Canarias, S.A. 

 

  

Chapter IV identifies four key technological sectors and sub-sectors 

recommended for targeting for accelerated growth (i.e. existing or potential “cluster 

sectors”). This identification was performed through analysis of secondary data as well as 

data gathered during a fieldtrip to the Canary Islands. This chapter also includes a SWOT 

analysis by industry cluster.  

 

Chapter V describes a considerable number of current challenges and potential 

actions to address these challenges, which will accelerate entrepreneurial growth and 

quicken the pace toward diversification of the Canary Islands economy. Chapter sections 

are presented on:  

 

• Entrepreneurship and Support Structures 

• Workforce 

• Technology Transfer and Commercialization 

• Venture Capital and Financing 

• Additional Actions for Consideration (Marketing, Inter-Institutional 

Coordination, Government Structure and Laws etc.) 

 

In each of these sections, the general format is: (a) Findings about perceived 

problems and gaps; (b) Recommendations for possible remedies; and (c) Priorities of 

recommendations and remedies. 

 

Chapter VI provides quantitative benchmark comparisons of the Canary Islands 

and Spain with other emerging technology regions worldwide, using available data from 

published sources. The objective is to show how Canary Islands and Spain stand 
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currently on a range of education, workforce, research and development, and science 

indicators.   

 

Appendix IV provides a listing of all recommendations in the report.  
 

 

Project Methodology, Limitations, and Acknowledgements 
 

Extensive qualitative and quantitative data and information were collected from 

multiple sources for this report. Interviews and focus groups were conducted with 

industry, company, governmental, and academic leaders during the field trip to the 

Canary Islands in February-March 2003. In addition, data from secondary sources were 

collected on the Canary Islands, Spain, and comparable regions for the benchmarking 

component.  

 
The analysis was performed during the late fall of 2002 and early months of 2003.  

Dr. James Jarrett of IC² Institute was the principal investigator. Jose Manuel Aguirre of 

Monterrey Mexico, Dr. Richard Kaehler of Delft, Holland, and Elizabeth Durden of 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania contributed significantly to the analysis and report and 

comprised the project team. All of our efforts built on prior work by Dr. David V. 

Gibson, Associate Director of IC² Institute, who provided inspiration in our quest to 

diversify the economy of the Canary Islands.   

 

The research team wishes to acknowledge the vision of the Honorable Adan 

Martin Menis, President of the Canary Islands. We wish also to thank Alejandro Sanz, 

Director of Business Development, US Office, Trade & Investment Office of the 

Government of the Canary Islands, for overseeing and assisting with all phases of this 

project. Two SOFESA staff members, Pilar Moreno and Julietta Schallenberg, aided this 

effort greatly during the field trip phase. Finally, we wish to express our gratitude to all 

the individuals with whom we met during the field trip. Without their cooperation, 

knowledge, and opinions, our education about, and discovery of, the Canary Islands 

would have been much more difficult. 
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II.   Key Assets and Challenges For Accelerating 

Technology-Based Economic Development in the 

Canary Islands   
 

 

Assets and Challenges 
 

The Canary Islands’ assets to foster and accelerate technology-based growth are 

numerous. These include, in no particular order: 

 

Outstanding quality of life (weather, arts and culture, food, health care etc.) 

Unique location  

 

Awareness by a large number of Europeans  

A favorable international image  

 

International airports 

Outstanding ports  

Modern highway infrastructure 

 

Emerging scientific and technical capabilities 

Well-funded university centers of research and development (R&D) excellence 

Impressive government research institutes  

Technology incubators  

A world-class reputation in Astrophysics 

Advanced capabilities in several niche industries  

 

Solid financial positions of most private companies and governmental institutions 

Forward-looking policy makers  
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Active governmental economic policies for technology-based economic  

development  

Significant incentives for companies  

 A unique “entrepreneurial government” culture by some governmental institutes  

 

A highly trained workforce 

A multi-lingual population  

Cultural and business traditions that have produced excellent and ingenuous 

problem-solvers when goals and objectives are specified  

A wage structure which provides some competitive advantage internationally  

Consumers who may not be innovators but are rapid adopters of technological 

products, once they see benefits; 

 

 

The Canary Islands also face considerable challenges. These include, in no 

particular order:  

 

An image regionally and internationally as a tourist and resort center;  

 

An image among young adults, the prime demographic in emerging 

technology-based companies, as being boring; 

 

A very low desire among young educated adults to become entrepreneurs and a 

high desire for stability in obtaining a civil service position 

 

An economic and business structure in which the main industries (tourism, 

business services) do not require or demand intensive research and 

development; 

 

Few large for-profit companies, outside of utilities and tourism, and few 

companies likely to generate “spin-outs;”   
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 Business practices that are characterized by: 

Long decision-making cycles;  

Difficulty in selling intangible products and services (businessmen 

need to “touch a product”)  

 Innovation aversion—there is no perceived advantage or desire to 

be in the vanguard  

   Immature strategic planning 

   Negligible expertise in marketing know-how, especially of export 

potential   

    A tradition of trading and merchandising rather than investing 

  A tradition of seeking subsidies and grants rather than sales to 

other commercial enterprises 

  Few models or major success stories by private companies 

 

Lack of local venture and angel capital, and risk aversion by private investors  

 

Lack of numerous knowledgeable entrepreneurs with substantial experiences 

(positive and negative) in technology venturing 

 

Limited knowledge among the region’s community and business leaders (e.g.,  

banking/finance, legal, international and regional and state government) 

about the needs of entrepreneurs and emerging companies 

 

Limited progress by one of the two universities in the areas of science and 

engineering critical to the “new economy” 

 

Minimal supply of research and development which can be commercialized  

 

Few budget or institutional imperatives and requirements to generate revenues 

through commercialization by government institutes and universities  
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Lack of a critical mass for a significant “scientific community,” “technology  

community,”  “industry/segment community,” or entrepreneurial 

community.    

 

The assets and challenges listed above are certainly not exhaustive, and 

undoubtedly different people will have different perspectives about many of the specifics.  

Nevertheless, there are a significant number of both assets and challenges, which must be 

considered in proposing specific actions to diversify the Canary Island economy in 

coming years.  

 

 

Strategic Considerations 
 

The following describes underdeveloped regions in Europe. It probably represents 

the Canary Islands of five or ten years ago and yet contains elements which represent 

remaining problems, which will need to be overcome in coming years.  

 

“Weak economic structure of these regions: absence of a dense network of 

companies, predominance of small and very small enterprises, lack of 

competition, lack of entrepreneurship (outside of tourism and services), curtail the 

capacity of the economic environment to transform innovation into economic 

activity. Also local deficits in skills of workforce (presence of skilled labor is 

more decisive mechanism for transmission of tacit knowledge than is either 

university research or industry research); hence regional innovation is likely to 

find few outlets and to migrate to other areas.”  

 
Adres Rodriquez-Pose, “Is R&D Investment in Lagging Areas of Europe Worthwhile? 

Theory and Empirical Evidence.”  Papers in Regional Science, 80, 275-295 (2001). 
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To diversify the current economy and become an emerging center for technology-

based entrepreneurship, a variety of macro strategies are available. At the risk of 

simplification, these are: 

 

Technology Push—Create a research and development pipeline and R&D 

infrastructure by investing large amounts of financial resources in research 

(basic research at universities and applied research at universities and 

other institutions). Allow this R&D to mature over time and hope that it 

will lead to technology commercialization locally, and eventually will 

generate high paying, non-service jobs in the Canary Islands. This is a 

risky, concentrated approach. 

 

Technology Pull—Create a research and development pipeline and 

corresponding R&D infrastructure by absorbing R&D from elsewhere in 

select sub-sectors, gradually improve the rest of the downstream 

technology commercialization processes, and facilitate the general 

entrepreneurial environment for technology businesses. This is a less 

costly and less risky approach. It is more evolutionary. 

  

Neither of these positions needs to be adopted in its entirety and a combination of 

approaches may be the better approach, given the lack of a crisis in the Canary Islands, 

and given the lack of certainty about what actually works in transforming a successful, 

tourist-based economy. Because of this, we believe a more practical approach is a better 

course. It would involve many different “pushes,” “pulls,” incentives, and investments. 

The changes would be evolutionary, minimize risk in resource allocation and regulatory 

policies, build on the existing strengths, and take into account, the existing challenges, in 

the Canary Islands.  

 

The general strategy, which consists of numerous practical recommendations, is 

designed to create higher value jobs, a business climate which encourages entrepreneurs, 

and leads to a more diversified economy, while maintaining the existing high quality of 
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life for residents of the Canary Islands. The key elements of the approach are 

straightforward: 

  

Concentrate on regional technological and niche industry strength and 

leadership positions; 

 

Solidify current strengths through more international alliances in the niche 

fields; 

 

Address some weaknesses and gaps through a series of initiatives to 

improve university-business collaboration, likely export sales, 

commercialization of applied research products and services; 

 

  Create new financing alternatives for emerging technology companies; 

 

  Provide more options for collaborations among local emerging technology 

companies and institutions and international companies and 

institutions;   

 
Further nurture a “scientific/technical community,” to include universities, 

institutes, businesses, and government, by supporting active 

participation in international innovative networks, for example he 

International Research Institute, Inc. for the industry R&D sector;     

 

Develop additional and more systematic methods of obtaining input about 

entrepreneurial issues for consideration in future governmental 

policy-making 

 

Begin the long process of educating private investors about investing in 

new technologies and emerging technology companies; and  
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  Realize your strategy will require a decade or more to implement and 

begin showing demonstrable progress.   

 

 

There is no single path to achieving a more diversified Canary Islands economy. 

There is no other country or region, which can be modeled or followed blindly. The 

specific recommendations on the following pages are suggested as a menu of possible 

pilot projects and actions from which policy makers can consider in coming months and 

years. The entire strategy should be viewed as consisting of many pilot projects and 

experiments. Each initiative should be considered carefully before proceeding, each 

should be evaluated during implementation, and each should be modified, if necessary, to 

improve its performance.  
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III.  Cases 
 

In this chapter, case study profiles are provided on six emerging companies in the 

Canary Islands. They vary considerably across different industries, length of operation, 

and other dimensions. A description is provided for each company about its business 

focus, ownership, staffing, and financing, and how its location in the Canary Islands 

affects its operations. Each company also provided comments and suggestions to  

improve current government policies and business conditions that would help the 

company. The range of different perspectives illustrates some of the challenges that need 

to be addressed in coming months and years.  Please note that several of the companies 

provided information in confidence and do not wish their comments to be shared widely.       
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CASE STUDY PROFILE:   
  

 
Dobon’s Technology S.L. 

 

 

Overview 

 

 DobonTech is a research, development and engineering company 

specializing in renewable energy technology and system design. They are 

developing two products in the photovoltaic industry and also provide 

professional consulting services in the field of renewable energy.  

 

 

Business Focus 

 

DobonTech develops innovative products in the renewable energy industry. Most 

of their focus currently is on the development of two products: 

 

• TETRA-TRACK: Two-axis Sun Tracking System (12, 25, 50 and 90 s.q.m.). 

 

• INVERSIN: Inverters for grid-connected and off-grid PV Systems (2.5kW, 5kW 

and 25kW). 

 

They have worldwide patents pending on these products.  

  

DobonTech also provides professional consultancy services in the renewable 

energy field and is a supplier of custom designed systems to companies and institutions 

from all around the world. This work usually takes the form of technical co-operation, 

technical assistance through sub-contracting and joint ventures.  
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Ownership, Staffing, and Financing 

 

DobonTech began operations in 2002. It is privately held by three independent 

partners who also are the key employees of the company. The participation percentage is 

45%, 45% and 10%. 

 

Staffing consists of one person performing electronics engineering issues, a 

second person evaluating projects from technical point of view and carrying out most of 

technical decisions, and a third person performing all administrative tasks.  Another 2-3 

staff members are involved on a freelance basis. In addition DobonTech is involving 6-8 

students from Canarian and European Universities this year on short-term, well-defined 

projects.  

 

Sales in 2002 were less than 100,000 €, but cash flow is positive.  

 

Initial financing for DobonTech was from the partners/employees.  It has been 

difficult for the company to find partners in the Canary Islands interested in investing in 

their R&D. They recently secured NEOTEC financial support from the Spanish national 

government, which will help them develop further their two products, while also 

requiring them to fulfill certain training, financial, and other obligations. Repayment of 

the financing is contingent upon DobonTech’s success.  

 

At the present time the company has adequate financing for operations. However 

it is seeking capital for producing prototypes and is concentrating on interested investors 

and industrial partners outside the Canary Islands. The company is optimistic about 

securing these partners.  
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The Business Climate of the Canary Islands 

 

There are two key advantages for DobonTech from being located in the Canary 

Islands:  (1) weather conditions for testing our products and prototypes; and (2) a well-

trained labor pool coming from the ULPGC. There are no advantages in terms of 

technical, financial or industrial considerations.  

 

There are, according to the company officials, a number of liabilities, drawbacks, 

and problems for the firm being located in the Canary Islands:  

 

Inadequate technological research culture--Most investment goes to public 

resources (Universities, Public Research Institutions), which perform projects that 

do not result in potential commercial products or processes; 

 

Lack of interest in collaborating by public institutions with emerging technology 

companies--DobonTech staff used to work in a government-supported institute 

and have seen the lack of interest over the years;  

 

Lack of industrial and manufacturing infrastructure—It barely exists and what 

does exist is not really competitive. 

 

Lack of entrepreneurial culture—Few students and well-educated young adults 

seek to start new businesses because they desire governmental positions. 

 

Inappropriate training—University training is not practical and there are not 

adequate professional training opportunities; 

 

Inadequate R&D collaboration between universities and small companies—Most 

companies feel university professors and staff do not have sufficient industrial 

experience to carry out research and technological development projects. This 

leads companies to buy technology from the outside, rather than develop their 
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own solution. 

 

 

Comments and Suggestions For Improvements 

 

This company suggests several specific actions to help themselves and other 

emerging companies. They believe changes in the current infrastructure would be better 

than creating new infrastructure, with one exception: 

 

Encourage existing research institutes in renewable energy to consider 

participating in the company’s R&D; 

  

Promote the company’s products/services through the already available 

government export promotion services; 

 

Simplify customs procedures; 

 

 Require universities to focus on industrial results if they receive financing;  

 

Situate qualified professionals in government research institute and the business 

promotion fields and measure their performance against clear and concrete goals.  

 

Consider starting a new government finance fund for start-up companies as long 

as funding is provided on a solid business plan that meets certain standards of 

viability.  

 

 

More Information 

 

http://www.dobontech.com 
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CASE STUDY PROFILE:   
  

 
Dream Tech Architects S.L. (dta) 

 

 

Overview 

 

Dta focuses on research and development of interactive multimedia solutions for 

the point of sale (POS), point of information (POI) and customer relationship 

management (CRM) markets. 

 

 

Business Focus 

 

Dta provides hardware, software and consulting on multimedia applications 

involving POI, POS, and CRM. Places of deployment for POI and POS include: hotels, 

rental car firms, shopping centers, airports, bus stops and stations, supermarkets, fairs, 

concert halls, retail stores, an museums. Applications include: marketing, promotion, 

information, research, support of tourism, industrial project presentations, calendars of 

events, internet and email terminals, ticket offices, and travel and ticket purchases. 

Advertising opportunities are of particular interest to many dta clients. The interactive 

solutions include new terminal systems as well as new presentation methods such as 

holographic screens.   

 

Clients have included: 

 

·Global – bus company 

·AENA – airport 

·Grupo iit, Grupo Lopesan 

·La Caja Canarias 
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·BankInter 

·Cabildo Las Palmas 

·Gobierno Lanzarote 

·CC 7Palmas, 

·CC La Ballena 

·CC Faro2 

·Estadio Las Palmas 

·Coca-Cola Las Palmas 

·ANFI del Mar 

·Palmitos Park. 

 

 

 

Ownership, Staffing, and Financing 

 

Two young Germans own Dta, one moved to the Canaries 4 years ago and the 

other 10 years ago, and one Spaniard. Besides the owners, dta has a secretary and works 

with a freelancer. Dta has created two new companies that are using the company’s 

products in specialized markets. 

 

Dta began in March 2001. Cash flow is negative, and they are seeking new 

financing—either venture capital or low interest rate credits and subventions.   

 

 

The Business Climate of the Canary Islands 

 

The Canaries, for dta, is like a "mini-continent" which offers a unique test site for 

their products. They can test with industry, manufacturing, tourism, and commercial 

clients. And the company can test its possible solutions with German, English and 

Scandinavian tourists in different languages, before they start offering products and 

services in those countries. 
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In addition, the Canaries’ location (four hours to mainland Europe and relatively 

short distances to Africa and South America) provides an advantage. Dta owners also 

praise the quality of life and feel the Canaries is “part of Europe but not really.”  Dta also 

believes the low tax is an advantage.  

 

There are considerable disadvantages, however: 

 

No entrepreneurial climate; 

 

Very expensive banks and bank services which are not customer friendly, 

and which prevent them from generating further revenues through 

leasing; 

 

Traditional business owners who are not innovators about adopting new 

technologies 

 

Business owners who are slow to make decisions—“The word for decision 

is “manana.“ 

 

 An inadequate labor pool of people with technical knowledge, creativity, 

flexibility, and who have a global perspective.  

 

To overcome these problems, dta is focusing more on mainland Europe, and they 

are attempting to educate clients and potential clients through a newsletter about new 

technologies and business strategies.  

 

Comments and Suggestions For Improvements 

 

This company suggests several specific actions to help themselves and other 

emerging companies. They think university training should be more practical but believe 
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two changes would produce the most benefits. 

 

(1) Development of a Technology Park—This would be the equivalent of an 

incubator with low monthly fees for offices and technical rooms for more than 20 

companies. The Technology Park should have a cafeteria, conference rooms and its own 

telephone system to communicate with the clients and partners. On Gran Canaria, it 

should be located near Las Palmas or in the industry area of Arinaga. 

 

(2) Improvement in Subventions—There is a need for more and better 

information about subventions--how to obtain them, eligibility of services and so forth.  

Also it should be easier for companies to obtain subventions for buying and using new 

technologies. And the time to obtain subventions should be reduced. According to dta, 

most start-up companies do not need to apply for one million Euros, but only need a 

small monthly amount, which should not require the lengthy process that in place.   

 

 

 

More Information 

 

http://www.dta-online.com 
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CASE STUDY PROFILE:   
  

 

Internetisimo S.L 
 

 

Overview 

 

Internetisimo S.L. develops Internet solutions, web sites, intranet, extranet, 

electronic commerce, and technology training.   

 

 

Business Focus 

 

The range of services includes: 

 

Hosting websites--virtual servers, servers dedicated to hotels, a suitable 

bandwidth and related services such as e-mail accounts, ftp servers, 

mailing lists etc. 

 

Website development--simple pages to elaborate corporate web sites with 

restricted secure areas and electronic commerce transactions in real time 

and credit card payment in a secure environment; 

 

Website promotion-- by means of banners, press advertisements, mailing 

lists, press releases, etc. 

 

Consulting-- software and hardware, training, Internet, and advertising etc. 

 

Networks--installing, configuring and maintaining networks 
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Training--Tailor-made courses both in-company and with external centers. 

 

 

Ownership, Staffing, and Financing 

 

Internetisimo is a privately held independent company that began operations in 

the middle of 2001. It is owned and operated by two partners, one of whom heads the 

technical operations and R&D and the other who directs sales and marketing. There are 

three additional full time employees. Temporary staff members are hired for specific 

projects: 13 individuals were hired for a one-month project in November 2002 and 14 

individuals are working on a short-term project in Spring 2003.  

 

Revenue growth has been quite rapid, and the company has positive cash flow. 

They have no immediate financing requirements. In coming years, however, they have 

several larger projects which they wish to undertake and will need serious new financing 

for research and development and promotion.  

 

  

 

The Business Climate of the Canary Islands 

 

The weather was a prime reason for this company to be located in the Canary 

Islands. One of the two owners is French and has lived in numerous European and South 

American cities. However, because of the Canary Island climate, he always returned and 

decided to remain after identifying a number of business opportunities.  

 

The good weather of the Canary Islands also is viewed as a real positive in terms 

of employee morale. The CEO believes strongly that Canarians are happy because of the 

weather, compared to employees in London and Brussels, and that they are more 

productive because of that.  
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Another key advantage for the company is the lower wages in the Canary Islands. 

The company has clients in France and Mainland Spain, and they can price their services 

and products 20% to 40% lower than competitors because of lower wage levels.  

 

For Internetisimo, there is no problem with finding good employees--the supply is 

higher than the demand. The company seeks potential employees who have a proper 

attitude and the ability to learn, as they are unlikely to find workers who already have the 

special skills sets they need. The company then trains its employees to develop the 

unique solutions being offered by this company. Because this training is somewhat 

unique, it also reduces employee turnover.   

 

The major disadvantage of the being located in the Canaries involves 

communication costs. Business outside of the Canaries or even between Islands can be 

stymied by the costs of telephone, planes, and so forth. For Internetisimo, they are able to 

avoid some communication costs because they deliver their products and services 

primarily via the Internet; hence the communication costs are primarily a burden in 

marketing. And to reduce travel costs, they attempt to us commercial agents to identify 

sales opportunities in markets outside the Canaries.  

 

 

Comments and Suggestions For Improvements 

 

The company suggests the following actions to help them, and other emerging 

technology companies to grow: 

 

Promote the Canaries as a region that will become a home for high 

technology businesses; serious high tech place. The company 

offers the following phrase as one possibility  “A lot more than 

sunshine.” 

 

Recruit more companies from elsewhere by emphasizing the low tax 
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system; 

 

Help companies with marketing outside the Canaries--inform companies 

outside the Canary Islands that there are Canarian companies that 

can provide IT solutions for their problems; 

 

Provide non-tax assistance for emerging companies to increase their 

exports—the company believes the current tax incentives are not a 

proper way because to pay tax you need to have profit first. Better 

options would be: waiving social security cost on new workers, 

discounted customs tax, special air fairs, and so forth to reduce 

export costs for small companies.  

 

 Also the company suggested that there should be a Canarian stand in every 

information technology fair like Cebit, and that companies should be able to participate 

free or for a very low fee. 

 

 

More Information 

http://www.internetisimo.com 

http://www.internetisimo.com/index.cfm?idioma=eng 
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CASE STUDY PROFILE:   
 

 

Tecnologia Canaria del Agua 
 

 

Overview 

 

 This company develops, builds, and maintains water treatment plants.   

 

 

Business Focus 

 

 Tecnologia Canaria del Agua (TCA) supplies equipment for desalination of 

brackish and sea water, sewage treatment, micro filtration, recycling, water supply for 

urban tourist areas, industry, and agriculture. It also provides advisory services on all 

water treatment issues.   

 

 Its primary end users are:  

 

  Agricultural companies 

  Tourist facilities such as hotels 

  Golf courses  

  Local governments 

 

  

While most sales have been in the Canary Islands, TCA has extended its 

operations to the southeastern section of the Iberian Peninsula (Andalusia, Murcia, and 

Levante) and is increasingly aiming at markets such as Cape Verde, Marbella, and West 

Africa.  
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 The company builds all types of treatment facilities. It specializes to some extent 

on small and medium-sized desalination plants. They have a niche in modular systems 

smaller than 800 m3/day. While not common, their systems are increasingly utilized with 

other renewable technologies such as their 20 m3/day desalinator connected to a wind 

generator at the Instituto Technologico de Canarias installation in Pozo Izquierdo.   

The company’s energy recuperation system, which significantly reduces energy costs, has 

been used in a number of major new installations involving inverse osmosis—Lanzarote 

Airport and Cabocan Desalination Plant on Salt Island, Cape Verde. The company also 

has marketed a number of unique products such as third-level treatment of micro 

filtration and regenerated waste water systems to offset water shortages.  

 

Because of competition from other companies, it rarely competes for large public 

facilities or on the Spanish mainland.   

 

 

Ownership, Staffing, and Financing 

 

 TCA is owned by Sodecan (33%), Endesa (33%), and Caja Insular de Ahorros de 

Canarias and Cajoa General de Ahorros de Canarias (34%).  All of these companies have 

a long tradition of operations in the Canaries.  

 

 TCA began operations in 1997. Two young engineers, who had graduated from 

ULPGC, started it.  There are now approximately 30 employees: 12 engineers, 14-15 

production and installation staff, and several office administrators. Some portions of the 

treatment systems are assembled from discrete parts, and others are manufactured at their 

site, and then transported and assembled on location. Production staff includes a number 

of welders who have specialized expertise with stainless steel fabrication.  There has been 

some difficulty in finding expert welders. Otherwise, the company has found the labor 

pool to be adequate.  
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 During the initial years, the company grew robustly. For the past two years, 

revenue growth has been modest.  

 

 In its early years, the company’s partners were not actively engaged. One result of 

that was the company never developed a strategic plan until 2002. With several new 

partners, the company now feels it is back on course.   

 

The company performs no research and development.  

 

 

The Business Climate of the Canary Islands 

 

 The Canary Islands have an excellent reputation for water treatment expertise that 

proves advantageous when preparing submissions.  University expertise is available 

when necessary, and there is a constant supply of well-qualified engineers graduating 

from ULPGC who have specialized knowledge water and treatment processes.  

 

The main disadvantage for the company currently is the location of the Canary 

Islands. The company is attempting to export and has run into substantial cost 

disadvantages. These include: 

 

Travel costs involved with bidding on projects; 

Costs associated with transporting the systems before assembly; 

 Higher maintenance costs after assembly and operation because of 

travel.  

 

These costs are estimated to reduce margins by at least 25%-30%.   
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Comments and Suggestions For Improvements 

 

 The company would benefit from some type of subsidy for offsetting a portion of 

the export costs they are experiencing.  

 

 

 

More Information 

 

http://www.tca-canarias.com 
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CASE STUDY PROFILE:   
  

 
“epyme Soluciones y Desarrollos S.L.U.” 

(e-Pyme Solutions and Development) 
 

 

Overview 

 

 This company has been developing a product for web-based collaborative work 

environments aimed at organizations with limited financial resources.  

 

 

Business Focus 

 

 E-Pyme offers consulting services for web development, web applications (not 

web pages) and information systems, and content for distance-learning environments. Its 

primary emphasis has been on developing a product called Internet Desktop (I Desktop).   

This product consists of a large number of modules for: 

 

Project management 

Document management; 

Scheduling 

Collaborative workflow 

Surveying 

Web mail 

Internal chatting 

External public relations releases 

Mobile equipment interfaces  

Secure transactions 

Physical security 

Multilingual collaboration 
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Domotic systems (cameras with remote control, sensors, relays etc.) 

 

The target markets are organizations, which cannot invest continuously in new 

technologies, and bigger companies that wish to implement collaborative work systems in 

their intranets. Less sophisticated products are being marketed by US companies, but 

European companies have yet to adopt them.  

 

 

Ownership, Staffing, and Financing 

 

E-Pyme is an independently owned company, less than 18 months old. Since its 

inception, the company has focused on development of its primary product, “I Desktop.” 

Commercialization of this product has now begun. The company also has been 

developing another new product called (domoWeb). It is located in the Las Palmas 

University Business Incubator.  

 

 The company currently has four regular employees, and four additional personnel 

who can be brought on board for projects. It is too early to tell if additional personnel will 

be needed, as growth will depend entirely on several potential projects, and most 

importantly, the revenues from their two products.  

 

Current revenues are slightly less than 100,000 Euros per year, with nearly that 

entire amount used for salaries. Cash flow is at breakeven currently.  

 

 For the foreseeable future, financing is not expected to be a major problem. Most 

financing is expected to be generated by sales of their I-Desktop product. Initial 

placements of that product will be in the collaborative work environment of the CI public 

administration sector. Longer-term, the company will be seeking financing for each 

project. They have no interest in venture capital or silent financial partners.  

 

 The company has looked at the national Neotec program as a source of possible 
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financing. It has not applied; however, as the company believes it would be necessary to 

develop a “political” scheme, in which a regular presence and personal negotiations are 

the key, which would be difficult for them.  

 

 

The Business Climate of the Canary Islands 

 

The entrepreneur was born and educated in Gran Canaria. He believes the living 

standards in the Canary Islands are very good, and there is a very good labor pool of 

trained and capable human resources for their needs. Savings on development costs. Our 

personnel are from CI. In fact, cost of programming professionals is a competitive 

advantage for the firm and the Canary Islands in general. Taxes for the company are 

considered “exceptional” for the type of business organization they are using--A 

“unipersonal (one-person) Limited Society.” 

 

As a software (applications) development firm, the Canary Islands’ remote 

location is not viewed as a major obstacle. It is a negative, however, in two respects 

according to the firm:   

 

The local market for new technologies/products is limited because most 

businesses are not technologically or culturally prepared. 

 

The local market is very limited in size and scope, except for public 

administration organizations and a few private companies of  

sufficient size to use their product; 

 

Exporting outside the Canaries is expensive for small technology 

companies.  

 

To overcome these problems, the company’s strategy is to capture a satisfactory 

number of customers in the CI market (big companies, EU projects, public 
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administration, etc.) and then look for a technology partner for exporting their product 

into other, larger markets. Penetration of the local market is important to demonstrate to 

potential partners the value of I-Desktop.  

 

 

Comments and Suggestions For Improvements 

 

The company feels the Internet is a major new development for the Canary 

Islands, as it will help businesses to overcome distance and insularity in some phases of 

their product development cycles and business operations. However, for small 

companies, there are still major problems in exporting.  

 

Other policies should also been reviewed for possible changes.  

 

Personnel costs--The major cost for a start-up company is the payroll, the 

salaries. Many of the available subsidies do not allow for the use of the 

subsidy in payroll/personnel costs. 

 

Financing--Change the subsidies scheme for a low interest– medium/long 

term credit scheme. The national Neotec program offers low-interest and 

“comfortable” credit with a payback plan that is contingent upon growth 

of the company and profit levels.  

 

Create incentives for the development of venture capital in the Canaries 

for start-ups. According to E-Pyme, currently, those schemes are 

nonexistent for emerging technology companies.  

 

More Information 

 

http://www.idesktop.net 
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CASE STUDY PROFILE:   
  

 
ImasDe’ Canarias, S.A. 

 

 

Overview 

 

ImasDé Canarias S.A. is a company dedicated to industrial electronic design, 

development and production. It is a company that has been “reborn,” having failed to 

commercialize properly two pioneering product lines in the mid- to late-1990s. Because 

of that experience, the company now concentrates on electronic research and 

development on demand and to the customisation of the company and clients’ products.  

 

 

Business Focus 

 

ImasDé main products have included the Autonomous Pulse Register System, 

S.A.R.P. a system for the remote data acquisition and control of a wide range of counters 

(water, electrical, fluid, etc), patented in 29 countries, and the wireless communications 

network adapters, Wireless LAN, IEEE 802.11 standard pioneer. Following this research 

line, in March of 1998 ImasDé started the ImasDé ISA9801 Wireless LAN board model 

commercialization. This was the first wireless board completely made and developed in 

Europe in conformity with the recently born IEEE 802.11 standard with architecture ISA 

Plug & Play. 

 

 The company’s R+D+D On Demand offer extends from technological 

prospecting and research and product engineering to prototype or industrial pre-series 

production, including analysis, characterization and project methodologies, design, 

production, quality control and work qualification. ImasDé also offers:  
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- Electronic circuits production, prototypes as well as pre-series, including 

“custom” circuits, starting from the customer design or mixed; 

- Engineering problems solutions and technical consulting through the design and 

implementation stages; 

- Electronic systems and equipment repair and maintenance, (communications and 

electro-medicine equipment, etc), logistic services, management, representation 

and post selling services; 

- Technological prospecting on demand with analysis and recommendations. 

 

In 1996 ImasDé was one of the companies selected to work with GRANTECAN, 

the constructor and promoter company for the Gran Telescopio Canarias, the largest 

telescope of this kind in the world. That experience and know-how enabled ImasDé to be 

chosen for the primary mirror edge sensors design and manufacturing and to obtain the 

subcontract for designing and manufacturing the positioners associated with the 

stabilization subsystem. 

 

In ImasDé Canarias earlier incarnation, its two product lines had received patents 

in 29 countries including USA and Japan. While these lines were innovative at the time, 

they failed to be commercialized properly because of a lack of support and alliances. 

 

 

Ownership, Staffing, and Financing 

 

The ImasDé Canarias S.A. main shareholder is Serviport Canarias, S.A. a Canary 

company. Negotiations are underway with a public company from the Canary Islands 

government to begin participation in the company.  

 

There are now 9 employees and some interns. In 2003, any employment increases 

will be modest, although employment could increase significantly in 2004 if a partner can 

be obtained for a planned large project. At its peak in the 1990s, ImasDé Canaria reached 

40 employees.  
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Revenues including the Grantecan project are between 500,000 and 1,000,000 

Euros annually. Cash flow is positive.  The company, however, has significant debt from 

its earlier operations. Financing is not a significant problem for the company at this time. 

They are more interested in identifying a long-term strategic partner, rather than 

principally a financial backer.  

  

 

The Business Climate of the Canary Islands 

 

Key assets and advantages for ImasDé Canaria by being located in the Canary 

Islands are: 

 

Good professionals in their fields (engineers, informatics engineers, 

technicians), at reasonable costs; 

 

Fiscal advantages; 

 

The public technological research centers, with whom the company 

collaborates. 

 

The labor pool is generally an asset as there are many technical schools and 

university departments supplying professionals. There is a lack of practical training, and a 

real surplus in professionals with theoretical backgrounds, but the company is able to 

employ individuals and train them as needed. The company views the surplus of 

professionals, however, as a serious societal problem that manifests itself in well-trained 

individuals being underemployed and working in public sector positions rather than 

private companies.   

 

There are also major disadvantages in being located in the Canary Islands: 
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 Distance from larger markets and an insularity factor; 

 

Complexity of export and import procedures by not being included in the 

European customs offices due to the Canary Islands special taxes 

(IGIC)—this is very negative for the company and electronics more 

generally. Companies located in the Canary Islands are treated as being a 

different country and not European, when buying and selling with 

mainland of Spain and the European Union.  

 

Lack of support from local governmental officials for technological 

products and services of private companies —only products and services 

from foreign companies or the public scientific sector are given credibility 

and support;  

 

Unfair, direct competition from publicly supported centers in the Canary 

Islands in selling products and services that can be provided by private 

companies that do not receive subsidies as large as those given to the 

public centers; 

 

Lack of entrepreneurial support for small companies in their sector; and 

 

Lack of cooperation between companies and between companies and 

technological centers. 

 

 

Comments and Suggestions For Improvements 

 

ImasDé Canaria suggests that the public sector place more emphasis on technical 

merits in supporting projects than in presentations. Government, it is asserted, often 

chooses to support projects that have less value, but are marketed better, than other 
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projects which are technically superior and more viable, but which are not presented as 

well.   

 

 Second, the government should do more to support commercialization. 

 

 Third, export markets need to be developed further, and the government should do 

more to support private companies’ export initiatives.  

 

 Fourth, government officials should place more confidence in the abilities of 

small, private sector companies in technology fields.  

 

 Finally, the government should move forward with diversification actions, 

concentrating on “clean technologies,” “added value technologies,” and “adapted 

technologies.” Diversification actions should be consistent and not changed quickly. 

 

 

 

More Information 

 

http://www.serviport.com/imasde/index_i.htm 
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IV.  Industry Assessment and SWOT Analysis For 

Technology-based Custers  
 
 

Introduction 
Selecting a specific group of clusters is not an easy task. It requires discovering a 

region’s core competencies, which should be unique and its’ most precious assets in 

generating long term wealth. Yet, few regions have totally unique assets in a highly 

competitive global economy. For example, information technologies (“new technologies” 

to many Canarians) would seem to be an obvious choice for diversifying the tourist-based 

economy. Information technologies rely on people rather than expensive infrastructure, 

and machinery, plus distance and transportation are not major barriers. Nevertheless, 

these attributes of the information technology industry have attracted many other regions 

and nations, which have developed solid competitive capabilities.  

   

The Canary Islands have achieved important development in other science and 

technology fields. The region’s peculiar geographical position and reduced availability of 

some resources have driven the research and exploitation of energy generation 

alternatives.  Local research centers have made important progress in alternative energies.  

In addition, and closely related to the energy sector, significant progress in water 

treatment and pollution management has been made. Marine biotechnology and ocean 

sciences have had a positive impact and may have potential. On the other hand, 

traditional sectors like agriculture have experienced slower development, due to the lack 

of competitive strengths (some of them related to the insular nature of the islands) in 

logistical and trade fields.  

 

 It is important to stress that diversification of the Canary Islands economy is 

likely to be, and indeed should be, gradual. There will be many challenges to confront, 

and just as in tourism, all the new clusters will be highly competitive. Moreover, the 

complexities of the business world today demand proficiency in practically all the 
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components of a supply chain; hence choosing to invest in a new industry cluster does 

not mean automatically investing less in port development, for instance.   

  

Through detailed analysis of economic data, the fieldwork, and direct observation 

of business development arena in the Canary Islands, four clusters have been identified. 

Each is described below, along with their SWOT characteristics.  

 

 

Four Technology-Based Economic Clusters 
 

The four primary clusters for accelerated development based on technology are:  

 

1. Information Technologies (IT) 

2. Telecommunication and electronics 

3. Energy 

4. Environmental technologies  

 

These technology clusters are interrelated and have several shared (and 

overlapping) inputs and resources, but each one has a unique effect on the Canary Islands 

economy. These clusters were selected for their short-, mid-, and long-term prospects, 

and because they would employ existing know-how, resources, and infrastructure in the 

islands. Each cluster includes several specific technologies. Some specific technologies 

may be included in more than one cluster and may also be influenced by more than one 

cluster. 

 

In particular, two clusters are strongly interrelated: 
 

- Information technology (IT) and telecommunications/electronics.  Information 

technologies are deeply related to the telecommunications field. Without a strong 

telecommunications infrastructure, the IT cluster would be much less useful, 

especially as globalization tool. 
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- Energy and environmental technologies. Alternative energies are related to the 

environmental conditions, assets, and needs. Any energy development should 

consider environmental concerns, particularly since the management of the 

environment is fundamental for the current tourism-based economy and is also a 

major consideration for the European Union vision. 

 

Appendix I shows the Technology Clusters Matrix used to evaluate the clusters 

and the specific technologies.  It also shows the criteria factors used to rate every 

technology. 

  

What follows is a description of each cluster, complemented by a subsequent 

SWOT analysis. The criteria and assessment used for the SWOT analysis are included in 

Appendix II. Because the SWOT analysis is performed at the cluster level, it includes the 

group of particular technologies/sectors integrated in the cluster definition.  

 

 

The Information Technologies (IT) Cluster 
 

Information Technologies, sometimes referred as “new technologies,” are the 

most common entrepreneurial effort observed in the Canary Islands. Some of the reasons 

for this may be:  

 
- Contagious force of the IT-based businesses spread in the world 

- Good academic programs at the two universities, and the supply of trained human 

resources 

- Visible market needs 

- Relatively less investment capital is required 
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The IT cluster we see as promising relies on the existing base of knowledge and 

infrastructure, plus the domestic and global market potential. Basically, the specific 

technologies included in this cluster are: 

 

- Networking technologies 

- B2B and B2C systems 

- Web-based information/transaction systems 

- Niche specialized software development 

- Distance work and education 

- Multimedia technologies 

 

The business initiatives for the existing IT companies are stimulated by:   
 

The local market needs (the tourism and hospitality industry, which is  

relatively weak currently in IT development).  

 

The government plans to transform the Canary Islands into a sophisticated  

information society.  

 

The diverse global market opportunities found personally by IT 

professionals. 

 

 

The SWOT analysis for the IT cluster appears below.  
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Strengths Weaknesses 
 
- Trained human resources and 

presence of higher education IT 
programs. 

- Satisfactory R&D infrastructure. 
- Strong government support and 

availability of funds. 
- Strong base of potential 

entrepreneurs in IT. 
- Government-led plans to develop 

the information society. 
- Accessible public and EU subsidies. 
- Good port and airport infrastructure. 

 

 
- Lack of structured application of 

marketing and commercialization 
strategies (company, and public 
organization level). 

- R&D and technology companies 
offer not effectively aligned to 
market needs. 

- 90% of IT firms are small (less 
than 10 employees)  

- Low profile of the competitively 
organized entrepreneurial sector 
and perceptible risk aversion. 

- Internet use mainly for web 
publicity, not B2B or B2C. 

- Poor entrepreneurial development 
and funding. 

Opportunities Threats 
 
- Local market requires IT to maintain 

competitiveness. (Especially 
tourism-oriented sector: hotels, 
services, etc.) 

- Pressure on CI to achieve EU 
standards in IT. 

- Exodus of high value technology 
knowledge employment (i.e.: 
programming, systems design) from 
developed economies to 
developing/educated regions. 

- EU market dynamics and support. 

 
- Low to average penetration of local 

PC users. (Cultural barrier) 
- Low to average penetration of local 

internet users. (Cultural barrier) 
- Insular conditions make 

manufacturing activities 
inappropriate. 

- Monopoly practices in 
telecommunications. 

 

 

Three important considerations for the IT cluster are: 
 

1. The local market penetration is poor, and global market penetration by 

Canarian IT companies is insignificant. 

 

2. Canary Islands IT companies have not shown important growth in the last 10 

years--the number of companies has increased, but the size of the companies 

is still uniformly small.   
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3. The competitive capabilities of the IT sector would need a substantial boost to 

match the continuously improving regions, which would be competitors to the 

Canary Islands.  

 

 

Potential Remedies and Actions—IT Cluster 
 

In order to deal with such barriers, the following recommendations are offered:  
 

1. To align IT R&D initiatives and business opportunities with specific local and 

global needs, a sound market strategy should be explicitly developed.  

 

2. If Government funds are used to develop market knowledge or support specific IT 

companies as part of an overall strategy, firms should be evaluated according to 

clear business models, with investments focused on companies with superior 

potential for wealth creation in the global competition.  

 

 

Telecommunications and Electronics Cluster 
The efforts of local firms have been focused on wireless systems and networking 

and are mostly devoted to supporting IT projects and initiatives.  

 

The specific technologies for this cluster are: 

- Wireless technologies 
- Broad-band technologies 
- Measurement and control systems 
- Subsystems and components 
- Digital telecommunications 
 
The SWOT analysis for this cluster is as follows: 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
 
- Trained human resources and 

presence of higher education 
IT/Telecom programs. 

- Satisfactory R&D infrastructure 
(and positive experience in 
development of electronic 
components.) 

- Strong government support and 
availability of funds. 

- Strong base of potential 
entrepreneurs in IT/telecom. 

- Government-leaded plans to develop 
the information society. 

- Accessible public and EU subsidies. 

 
- No local company has control or 

influence in telecommunication 
operations. 

- Low profile of the competitively 
organized entrepreneurial sector 
and perceptible risk aversion. 

- Poor entrepreneurial development 
and funding. 

Opportunities Threats 
 
- IT/Telecom, short-term, might be 

the most viable sector for 
diversifying the current economy. 

- Opportunity for satellite-based, and 
wires communications. 

- Local market requires IT to maintain 
competitiveness. (Especially 
tourism-oriented sector: hotels, 
services, etc.) 

- Pressure on CI to achieve EU 
standards in IT. 

- Positive impulse to achieve Spain 
and EU levels in telecom use. 

 
- “Telefónica S.A.” (a mainland 

corporation) operates more than 
90% of telecommunication (phone 
lines). 

- Access to mainland through the 
submarine line is expensive.  

 

 

Our analysis of the telecommunications and electronics cluster leads to two major 

conclusions: 

 

1. Telecommunications technologies have been used as a support for the IT 

development. 

 

2. One major player dominates the market, and the entry barrier for competition is 

high. 
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Potential Remedies and Actions—Telecommunications and Electronics 

Cluster 
 
In order to deal with these issues, the following recommendations are offered: 
 

1. Define and select specific technologies and create a financial model based on 

private investment for entrepreneurs. 

 

2. Develop the market sufficiently to attract other service providers from overseas. 

 

 

 

Energy Cluster 
Alternative energy development in the Canary Islands has been a top priority due 

the insular context of this region, the limited availability of certain natural resources, and 

the preponderance of other natural resources. The R&D institutions have considerable 

expertise and knowledge, as well as an infrastructure, for wind technology, solar 

technology and water desalinization. This knowledge, existing infrastructure, and 

excellent environmental conditions offers the potential for significant long-term 

economic benefits.  However, the number of private companies working with alternative 

energies is very small, and the lack of commercialization programs and initiatives is 

clear. 

 

The specific technologies recommended for further development are: 
 

- Water-treatment technology 

- Wind based energy 

- Solar based energy 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
 
- Satisfactory R&D infrastructure in 

wind and solar energy. 
- Solid wind energy infrastructure (as 

a primary development). 
- Trained human resources and 

presence of high-quality higher 
education programs. 

- Excellent natural conditions for 
wind, sun and water-based energies 
development.  

       
- Few private companies in the  

energy sector. 
- Lack of commercialization and 

technology transfer effectiveness 
from R&D centers. 

- Lack of private/global investments. 

Opportunities Threats 
 
- Local energy needs will keep 

growing (related to the expansion of 
the CI). 

- Europe plans to double the 
production of renewable energy 
used form 6% to 12% by 2010. 

- European Wind Energy association 
plans to grow its capacity 40% per 
year with a 2010 target of 60 giga-
watts, enough to power 10-20% of 
needs. 

- Spain and EU demands for 
alternative and clean energies. 

- US and EU companies might be 
potential investors for large scale 
development. 

- Africa and India have made 
investments in solar and wind 
technology. 

 
- Fragmented territory. 
- Limited and expensive reserve of 

water. 
- Energy is crucial for tourism 

competitive practices (cost of 
services.) 

 

 
 

Our analysis of the telecommunications and electronics cluster leads to two major 

conclusions: 

 

1. Canary Islands have developed an important R&D basis (knowledge and 

infrastructure) that can be a real competitive strength, become a generator of 

economic wealth, and assist in diversifying the current tourism-based economy. 
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2. The marketing efforts have been insufficient to date.  Local market needs (energy, 

water) are sufficient to pull technology development, and while global markets 

are still relatively small and with limited profitability potential, energy demand 

will continue to expand substantially over the long term. 

 

 

Potential Remedies and Actions for Energy Cluster 
 

 The Canary Islands needs to develop an integrated marketing strategy and 

commercialization plan, with the strategic goal of becoming a key player in the global 

alternative energy technologies arena. 

 

 

 

Environmental Technologies 
 

The Canary Islands benefits from environmental technologies development in two 
respects: 
 

1. Currently, tourism is heavily based on the Islands sun and beaches. The Islands 

extensive and rich natural surroundings still hold substantial potential via eco-

tourism and similar activities. 

 

2. Water management is growing as a top priority for many other regions.  Since 

R&D actions have already been developed and pioneered in the Islands, the 

potential to become a core competitive economic strength is high. 

 

The specific technologies recommended for this cluster are: 

 

- Water desalinization 

- Ecosystems and sustainable development 
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- Waste treatment and recycling 

- Consulting and advising services 

- Marine biotechnology and aquaculture 

 

 

The SWOT is presented on the following page. Its main conclusions are: 
 

1. Environmental related technologies have a great potential due to existing 

infrastructure and R&D experience, and due to the natural and rich assets of the 

Islands.  In particular, water management and treatment are worldwide growing 

concerns, than might become business opportunities. 

 

2. Despite the need to grow a diverse niche for tourism has been expressed, a more 

specific plan needs to be done, which incorporates the environmental alternatives 

of the Islands. 

 

 

Potential Remedies and Actions—Environmental Technologies Cluster 
 

In order to deal with these issues, the following recommendations are offered: 

 

1. Develop a commercialization plan aligned to the R&D strategy of environmental 

technologies, and assist local entrepreneurs to start business in this sector. 

Subsequently, attract foreign investors and entrepreneurs or companies to 

collaborate with local companies or to enhance further this market. . 

 

2. Develop further the tourism niche market based on environmental attractions. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
 
- R&D centers with infrastructure and 

trained human resources. 
- Strong environmental culture 

(diverse natural settings, and 
specialized use of water and wind as 
energy alternatives.) 

- Natural diversity for eco-tourism 
(and diversification from “sun and 
beach”.) 

 
- Lack of visible plans to exploit 

environmental tourism. 
- Loss of agriculture as a competitive 

characteristic. 
- Weak fishing business 

oriented/entrepreneurial 
community. 

- Limited entrepreneurial efforts in 
environmental issues. 

- Lack of organizations/companies 
dedicated to commercialization and 
marketing of environmental 
technologies, and environmental 
tourism development. 

Opportunities Threats 
 
- Canary Islands have 4 of the 12 

Spanish National natural 
reserves/parks. 

- Global trend in growth of new 
tourism sectors (sustainable, eco-
tourism, science.) 

- EU strategies (and funds) to support 
sustainable natural development. 

- Marine biotechnology (build 
substitute economic basis for costly 
imported goods.) 

- Water in Africa has reduced to ¼ 
since 1950, and to 1/3 in Latin 
America.. 

- By 2025 about 25% of population 
will suffer lack of potable water. 

 
- Limited and expensive reserve of 

water. 
- Fragmented territory. 
- Global competition. 
- Strong dependence on “sun and 

beach” niche markets.  
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V.  Programs, Policies, and Procedures  
 
 
 
Entrepreneurship and Support Structures 
 

The Canary Islands has a mixed picture on entrepreneurship. It ranks well on 

important dimensions such as quality of working life, an expanding, educated workforce, 

favorable macro economic conditions, and supportive governmental institutions. Yet 

there is no real culture of entrepreneurship, businesses and investors are risk averse, 

commercial business practices are relatively immature in many industry segments, and 

the entrepreneurial support structure still has significant gaps. Further, there appears to be 

a need for more systematic information gathering to facilitate communication between 

entrepreneurs and government policy makers.  

 

 

Problems and Potential Remedies 
 

The lack of an entrepreneurial culture is a multi-faceted problem involving 

several key issues.  

 

Grant-seeking Behavior of Small Businesses--Current businessmen are 

more like individuals in the “government contracts” business (securing 

revenues through contracts from governments rather than other 

commercial enterprises). As a result they are relatively inexperienced in 

commercial business practices. Short-term, this grant-seeking and subsidy-

seeking knowledge should be utilized, although a transition must be made 

over time. In the short-term, a program should be created, or strengthened 

if one already exists, to assist small private companies in the Canaries to 

apply for grant opportunities issued by the Spanish national government 

and the European Union. The cost of a grant development effort would be 
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fairly inconsequential and might be a service offered at the incubators or at 

the University of Las Palmas Gran Canaria (ULPGC) university 

foundation. At the present time, the Canary Islands does not receive its fair 

share of research and development (R&D) funds from the Spanish 

government: the Canary Islands are nearly 4% of Spain’s total population, 

yet receives much less than its fair share of R&D funds.  

 

Risk Aversion of Canary Islands Investors and Businessmen—Based on 

interviews and the focus groups, there appears to be a lack of 

understanding of investments and associated risk, and considerable 

reluctance to invest in technology-based companies in the Canary Islands. 

Two alternatives are offered to change that situation over time.   

 

a) A series of training sessions on investing in new technologies 

should be presented to serious investors by a credible 

organization. The organization, or team of organizations—one 

from the Canaries and one from elsewhere—should have no 

conflict of interest and should present a balanced approach to 

investing a portion of one’s portfolio in Canary Islands’ 

technology-based companies. The training sessions, or forums, 

will also serve as a device for obtaining information which 

could be used in formulating changes in government policy.  

 

b) Demonstrate by action and provide a “minimal-risk” 

proposition to Canary Islands businessmen who participate in 

specific technology-based projects—this is the strategy for new 

initiatives on internships (using students at no cost to the firms 

for working on specific technology projects) and mentoring by 

the ULPGC University Foundation. This strategy may be 

appropriate as well for other entrepreneurial-related activities 

involving Canary Islands businessmen.       
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Chambers of Commerce—The Tenerife Chamber of Commerce said they 

were in the process of creating (a) a business school, independent of the 

universities, to offer masters degrees in “tourism” and “international 

trade,” and (b) an economic study center which could work with 

consultants who would study “what companies need in new technology.” 

This is the approach used in France, which has worked quite well, and the 

Chamber should be supported in their new activities. Economic research 

seems particularly weak presently, and any serious initiative to create 

more capacity would be positive. This should include both economic 

research in general as well as research undertaken on behalf of specific 

companies to assist them. The Chambers of Commerce can perform this 

research with their own staffs or arrange for work to be performed by 

individuals with a strong applied research or consulting orientation.  

 

Another activity, which the Chambers could consider, would be to 

establish contact with several other Chambers which are in tourist-branded 

regions, e.g. Orlando, Florida, and Charleston, South Carolina, but which 

have been attempting to create more technology-based employment. These 

chambers of commerce may be able to share information about what has 

worked, and not worked, for them.   

 

 

One-Stop Entrepreneurship Structure—The research team did not spend 

sufficient time on-site to determine if a new one-stop entrepreneurial 

structure, such as the CONNECT organizational model, should be created. 

The CONNECT model, particularly as it has been operationalized in 

Sweden, would seem quite appropriate for the Canary Islands.  
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CONNECT Sweden is a non-political, non-profit-making, private 

initiative, which consists of a central group within the Academy of 

Engineering Sciences, and regional nodes or networks. The central group 

is financed primarily by the Knowledge Foundation and the Swedish 

Industrial Development Fund, while regional nodes are self-supporting 

through membership dues, course fees, and other revenues. (The San 

Diego CONNECT model is similar except they also receive corporate 

contributions for specific programs as another revenue source.) Within 

each regional network, important contributions are made by people, with 

experience in various areas of expertise who contribute their time and 

know-how in support of the CONNECT activities: entrepreneurs, 

accountants, lawyers, management and marketing consultants, and venture 

capitalists.  

 

CONNECT Sweden’s most important activities are:  (1) Springboards--a 

panel of experts helps an entrepreneur solve the company’s problems, 

identify its opportunities, and gives practical advice to the entrepreneur. 

Springboards are arranged by the regional CONNECT networks and form 

the core of CONNECT’s activities. (2) Financial Forum--a meeting place 

for startups seeking venture capital and investors looking for portfolio 

companies. (3) Partnership Forum--a meeting place for startups, potential 

strategic partners within the same or a related field, and investors.  

 

All of these activities would prove beneficial at the present time in the 

Canary Islands. The key question, however, is should these activities be 

initiated by a new organization, or should these functions be conducted by 

existing organizations such as chambers of commerce, incubators and 

technology institutes, or some other arrangement? We are unable to 

answer this definitively but recommend tentatively that the functions be 

performed by existing organizations rather than creating a CONNECT 
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Canary Island program. The important point is that the functions are 

performed effectively and soon.   

 

 

Additional Recommendations to Improve Entrepreneurship—There are a variety 

of discrete activities that should be considered seriously in the next year or 18 

months. These include:  

 

a) More systematic data collection and feedback from entrepreneurs—

The focus groups were productive and should be held regularly. 

Another option is a carefully crafted survey of entrepreneurs to obtain 

feedback from entrepreneurs who are less vocal than others in focus 

groups and who may be unable to attend groups. Regular and 

systematic data collection also should be obtained from important 

facilitating organizations working with entrepreneurs, such as the 

ULPGC Technology Park, incubator directors, private companies, 

such as Corporation 5 who work closely with investors, and Chambers 

of Commerce.    

 

b)  Advisory Committees on Entrepreneurship—Besides more systematic 

data collection from entrepreneurs, and representation of 

entrepreneurs’ views by their associations, each of the major islands 

should have small advisory committees on entrepreneurship. These 

committees should be comprised of key, knowledgeable individuals 

invited by the Government to express their views on a bi-monthly or 

quarterly basis.  

 

c) Government economic development websites and promotional   

materials emphasize recruitment, tax regimens, and advantageous 

business regulations. These seem to appeal primarily to firms being 

recruited to the Canary Islands. There is a need to develop another part 
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of the website and another set of materials which are oriented to 

indigenous entrepreneurs and speaks to their needs and desires—for 

example the specific items identified in the case studies.   

 

d) Also at a later time, educational sessions should be developed to 

inform local banks about the special needs of emerging companies.   

The purpose of these information sessions would be to bring the 

banking community along in terms of how start-ups differ from many 

of their traditional clients, not to pressure them to change their lending 

practices. Concerns from entrepreneurs, for instance high bank transfer 

fees and slow transfer times, could be discussed, however.  

 

e) In conjunction with the two universities, a new program should be 

created to work with a select number of superior business and 

technology universities e.g. Wharton, MIT, University of Texas at 

Austin, UCLA, Northwestern, as well as prestigious universities in 

South America and Mexico. The two goals would be to increase 

Canary Island student interaction with international students keen on 

entrepreneurship and longer-term, increase the entrepreneurial talent 

pool in the Canary Islands.   

 

 

Priorities 
 

Many of the entrepreneurship recommendations are high priority. The proposals 

for more systematic feedback from entrepreneurs, promotional materials, bank training 

sessions, student exchange, and perhaps the risk aversion training sessions could be 

deferred. The others should be considered in the very near future.  
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Workforce 
 

The Canary Islands, overall, seems to have a well-educated population and 

workforce. Based on the benchmarking, additional research, focus groups, and personal 

interviews, there are a limited number of areas, which should be considered for future 

policies.  

 

As best as could be determined, there appear to be several gaps and workforce 

issues at the present time. These include: 

 

• A desire for employment stability, and associated minimal risk-taking, by 

a large proportion of university students and young educated workforce—

this shows up as minimal interest among university students in becoming 

entrepreneurs and a great desire by younger educated individuals in 

becoming civil servants;  

 

• A relatively low regard for encouraging innovation by employees within 

companies; 

 

• A great emphasis on theory in the university curricula, and minimal 

instruction on workforce skills and training needed for success after 

graduation; 

 

• Minimal bridges or intermediaries between universities and employers for 

short-term training and employment opportunities such as internships by 

university students;  

 

• A need for additional, temporary personnel mobility assignments; and  

 

• A need for some training in specific fields related to entrepreneurship. 
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Possible Remedies 
 

The two underlying themes of lack of interest in entrepreneurship and a business 

culture which values innovation less than other European Union countries, are difficult to 

address for different reasons. With entrepreneurship, the facts are clear—few students 

even at ULPGC are focused on becoming entrepreneurs. ULPGC officials told us that 

fewer than 100 of their 22,000+ students identified entrepreneurship as their career of 

choice. With innovation, the facts are less clear but suggest that Spain seems more 

conservative than leading European Union members about the importance of creativity 

and progressive human resource policies in effecting innovation. (See Appendix III near 

the back of this report.)  While Spain surpasses Belgium, it shows a different profile than 

Germany and Denmark. Anecdotal impressions from the fieldtrip also suggest this may 

be the case; yet there is no strong quantitative data to support this assumption. The 

following recommendations, however, would be made even if the assumption were not 

widely accepted.  

  

Internships—Internships for university students in mature and emerging 

businesses should be increased in both quantity and quality. The University of Las 

Palmas is beginning a very important internship program in which students will 

be placed at no cost in businesses to help them on specific projects. The goal is to 

demonstrate that such internships can prove beneficial to the company, as well as 

to the students. The ULPGC program will be an important step if it moves 

forward as planned. While there appear to be some internships already occurring, 

the ULGPC program will be significant because the students’ expertise will be 

utilized by the companies, rather than having students perform tasks such as 

photocopying.  

 

If the ULPGC program proves successful, it could be expanded several fold. In 

addition, other intermediary organizations, such as Chambers of Commerce, could 

be brought into such a program to work with employers and small companies that 

may be unaware of the ULPGC program or simply prefer to work with the 
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Chamber in identifying student interns. This role of serving as an intermediary for 

internships would reinforce the Chambers’ function of becoming a “one-stop 

shop” for small businesses.  

 

A related need is for more mentoring and entrepreneurial models for students at 

universities and entrepreneurs of emerging companies. There should be a regular 

series of speakers and presentations, both in person and virtually when required, 

by successful entrepreneurs in the Canary Islands, the mainland, EU, South 

America, and North America. One part of this also should include financial 

support, if necessary, for costs associated with a new mentoring program. 

Students need more role models, if they are to embrace entrepreneurship in the 

future.  

 

We recommend that a new fund be created for internships to be administered by 

universities and chambers of commerce, with some proportion of internships 

available for students who line up their own jobs in technology-related companies 

or perform technology-related services in a business. The internship fund should 

also cover the mentoring activities mentioned above.  

 

We believe the recently established CIFEC Scholarship Program is a major step in the 

right direction. The main goal of this program is to develop and mentor professionals in 

the USA who have a special interest in the management of technology. These young 

professionals can develop needed areas of expertise to take back to their Universities, 

research centers and technology-based companies in the Canary Islands. The 

CIFEC Scholarship program was created for five years and will enable six students 

annually to study and implement technology issues. The first group of students will be 

working on various individual projects such as assessing a venture capital fund model for 

the Canary Islands, actions to grow a technology-based tourism cluster in the Canary 

Islands, and a technology brochure of the Canary Islands. 
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Training—There are at least two types of training needed in the near term.  

 

a) Introductory courses on business management and entrepreneurship 

for students and entrepreneurs—Basic courses in marketing, finance, 

strategic planning, legal and regulatory issues, and so forth should be 

provided to a greater extent. The Neotec program requires some core 

training by scientists who receive its funding so that they have a 

minimum level of entrepreneurial background. Most of the 

entrepreneurs we encountered appeared to have engineering or science 

backgrounds, and would benefit from a stronger base in business.  

 

b) Introductory and moderately advanced training on commercialization 

of technologies for entrepreneurs, government researchers and institute 

administrators, university staff, and some intermediary organizations 

of economic development and planning. Technology assessment 

procedures, market analysis and validation, commercialization process 

components, best practices, and other key issues in commercializing 

potential new products and research and development are greatly 

needed at this time.   

 

 

Mobility—One way of accelerating technology-based economic development is 

to study it closely through immersion of personnel in other organizations. Because 

commercialization of technologies is relatively immature in the Canary Islands, 

we believe much can be learned by researchers in the university and government 

institutes through personnel mobility assignments in other institutes, incubators, 

and private companies. Several different types of assignments, which would prove 

beneficial, include: 
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Personnel exchanges of one to three months with research and 

development units of companies in the EU and US; 

 

Short stays of researchers from public research and development centers 

and universities to Canary Islands enterprises to provide a more active 

technology transfer mechanism out of the government and university 

institutes to companies, while simultaneously helping government 

researchers to understand more fully the practical needs of for-profit 

enterprises;  aanndd  

 

Exchanges between Canary Islands institutes and those in other countries 

that are seeking links in key Canary Islands technology fields. 

 

 

Miscellaneous Items— Individuals raised a number of other items. However we 

have insufficient information to justify making a recommendation about any of 

them.   

 

a) Tourist-related companies, especially apartment managers and real estate 

companies, need assistance with hiring more workers who have strong 

information technology backgrounds. They have no mechanism to locate students 

with the skills they need, and some employers lack financial resources for new, 

full-time employers.   

 

b) There is a need for intermediary organizations to become more involved in 

training. This would enable training costs to be reduced from current levels.  

 

c) There is a need for intermediary organizations to become involved in 

performing workforce studies for associations and industry groups to inform 

educators and industry representatives about current training needs.  
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d) Scientists worldwide traditionally have needed more business and 

communication training than they have received. Basic scientists often are worse 

than applied scientists, yet even applied scientists usually can benefit from further 

training. We did not meet a sufficient number of Canary Islands scientists to make 

a judgment. If there is a need, we recommend that the training be viewed as 

strictly voluntary, and not as part of either university’s curricula. There are 

numerous training materials that could be utilized such as the Royal Society of the 

United Kingdom’s media and communication skills training program or programs 

used with Russian scientists developed by the International Science and 

Technology Center in Moscow. 

 

 
Priorities 

 

The internship program is a top priority as is training on commercialization. 

Mobility assignments, particularly those involving Canary Islands researchers going 

elsewhere, also are important in coming years. Compared to other needs, however, we do 

not believe workforce issues warrant as much attention. 

 

 

Technology Transfer 
 

There is a substantial need for more bridging mechanisms between research and 

development organizations (university and government-support research institutes) and 

businesses, which could commercialize new products and processes. Technology 

commercialization is difficult under the best of circumstances and few universities or 

major corporations are satisfied with their current performances. While there is no 

magical path for the Canary Islands to follow, much more needs to be done in the near 

future.   

 

 There are gaps in many different areas, categorized here as: 
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  Education and Awareness 

  Increasing research and development 

  Private funding of universities  

  Government institutes and businesses 

  Macro Issues  

 

 

Possible Remedies 
 

Education and Awareness—Based on information collected during the field trip, 

there is a significant gulf between the universities and entrepreneurs. The gulf 

may be less than in the past and less at ULPGC than ULL, but the gulf is still 

major by standards in the US or in many parts of Europe. At a minimum, there 

should be much more communication between businesses and the key university 

audiences involved now, or in the future, with technology.  

 

Meet the Researchers Series—The University of Hawaii now has a series 

where researchers explain their current research to non-specialized 

audiences, such as businessmen and lay people. . 

 

Meet the Entrepreneurs Series—Students and some university research 

staff and faculty should have further exposure on a regular basis, to 

speakers from technology-related businesses. The themes of new products 

and constant innovation must be emphasized.   

 

Courses and Lectures Within Curricula—Many engineering, business, and 

economics faculties at US universities have embraced the concept of 

industry leaders being guest lecturers in their courses. Not only does it 

provide students with new problems and perspectives, it enables faculty to 

concentrate on forthcoming lectures.  
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Focal Point for University-Business Collaboration—The ULL may 

consider creating a senior university official whose primary responsibility 

is to enhance communication with businesses. This person should view the 

responsibilities as a two-way exchange. Based on information provided by 

ULPGC administrators, they already have the University Foundation and 

numerous initiatives underway or planned with businesses. As a result, 

they have already advanced beyond the stage of needing a single person 

acting as a focal point. Both ULPGC and ULL may consider using an 

email newsletter as one part of their regular communications with 

businesses. Another communications tool would be regular university-

PYME forums on different aspects of innovation and new product 

commercialization.  

 

 

 

Private funding of universities—There is almost no funding provided by private 

businesses for university research and development in the Canaries. To become 

more competitive with other regions of Spain, the EU, and globally, more 

resources from private businesses should be secured. Two specific approaches are 

recommended for consideration.  

 

a) R&D grants—A small new program could be created to fund 

new collaborative research between university researchers and 

businesses. All funding should be contingent upon significant 

matching funds from private businesses.  

 

b) New Senior Professors—In the University of Texas System, 

endowed chairs frequently are created through a multi-source 

funding arrangement. Often a new senior position will be funded 

by funds from a private source, usually an individual, and then 

will be matched with funds from the University of Texas 
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System, not the particular University of Texas campus. This 

strategy has attracted nationally known professors in certain 

technology fields, who in turn, serve to attract research funds 

and top-flight graduate students. This strategy has worked well, 

and it should work also for the Canary Islands, even if the match 

requirements need to be altered to adapt to the funding realities 

of the Canary Islands.     

 

  

Government Institutes and Businesses—The government research and 

development institutes are enormous assets in solving societal problems, 

performing needed applied research, and potentially generating many new private 

companies and high wage positions. These research and development institutes 

are quite young but appear to be mapping out ambitious strategies, and some of 

the initiatives we learned about were quite innovative. Based on feedback in the 

focus groups, interviews, and staff discussions, there are opportunities for further 

interaction between the government institutes and businesses in: 

 

 Allowing more use of institutes’ facilities and installations for 

demonstration projects and tests; 

 

  Serving as test bed sites for experimentation on small-scale, appropriate 

technologies, particularly related to the integration of wind, solar, 

waste treatment, and so forth.  

 

Undertaking joint research tests with EU companies;   

 

Training programs involving countries that will be markets for Canary 

Islands technologies, for instance, training West Africans, who 

would then serve as emissaries for the technologies and ensuring 

there is a trained workforce to operate the technology.  
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Funding for the government institutes varies, with some being totally 

funded annually by one or more governments, some being partially funded, and 

some operating from fund balances previously acquired. To encourage a 

continuing entrepreneurial orientation by the government institutes and to ensure 

that they collaborate further with businesses, thought should be given to a pilot 

project in which annual support for several institutes is diminished. A decline of 5 

or 7.5% per year for three or four years would encourage the institutes to seek 

more external funding. Alternatively, the funding decline could be larger, say 

10% per year, but the government could offset partially the decline if the institute 

obtained a certain level of external funding.  

 

 

Accelerating Science and Technology—The best long-term strategy for research 

and development is building gradually an indigenous R&D infrastructure. 

However, a small collaboration may be useful to pilot test the concept of 

accelerating indigenous R&D through what might be termed a “technology 

importing” dimension. This would draw upon the substantial basic and applied 

research capabilities in “research rich” countries such as Russia, to amplify 

Canary Islands R&D industry sectors.  

 

Both Russia and the Canary Islands would contribute, and both would benefit. 

Russia would contribute R&D, which may otherwise not be commercialized at 

this time, and they would benefit with their scientists working with Canary 

Islands research organizations, and eventually sharing in the benefits of new 

commercialized products and processes. The Canary Islands would contribute 

financial resources and its weather, benefit from additional research capacity, and 

eventually sharing in the benefits of new commercialized products and processes.  

If this technology importing approach has any appeal, additional steps can be 

described outside of this report.  
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A second approach to accelerating science and technology would be to create a 

new, small research fund for faculty and senior researchers at universities and 

appropriate government institutes. This fund would support new research by 

faculty and researchers that is high-risk and unlikely to be supported by traditional 

sponsors without further development and refinement. One university, which has 

created this type of fund, the University of South Carolina, has allocated 

approximately $100,000 annually. This provides small grants, which many faculty 

use to accumulate empirical data that then can be included in competitive 

proposals to external sponsors.  

 

 

Additional Items—The Canary Islands has unparalleled weather and a visitor’s 

impressions are very positive. We think business executives, entrepreneurs, 

research and development professionals, and faculty also would be impressed 

with the Canaries IF they are given an opportunity to visit. (The City of Orlando 

has begun using conferencing as one activity in their technology strategy.) For the 

Canary Islands, we think there are two realistic possibilities at this time: 

 

a) A fund for defraying a portion of costs associated with technology-

based academic, research and development, and industry conferences, 

particularly those which have many technology-related companies as 

prospective attendees. There would be requirements linked to acceptance 

of funds, such as a survey of participants and follow-up monitoring for at 

least one year to determine attendees subsequent activities, if any, 

involving Canary Islands’ organizations.   

 

 

b) A fund for defraying a portion of technology transfer costs involved 

with collaborators outside the Canary Islands. This would assist in 

offsetting a portion of costs in bringing corporate customers and 

collaborators to the Canary Islands. Because this type of fund would be 
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experimental in some ways, it may even be pilot tested initially with 

certain types of companies, for instance PYMEs in Latin and South 

America, or in one or two industries. A Canadian program, which pays 

travel for small technology businesses to explore partnering with 

Ukrainian research institutes, has proven very successful. A visit to the 

Canary Islands should prove equally positive for certain types of 

businesses.  

 

 

Macro Issues on Technology Transfer—There are two essential activities which 

should be addressed in the near future.  

  

a) Create a mechanism to link detailed MBA-level marketing expertise 

with university and government institutes. Operationally, this could be a 

service made available to the institutes on a fee-for-service basis, part-time 

appointments of staff at the institutes, or some other approach. Institute 

researchers do not have expertise available currently. This is a huge need 

which must be addressed for any technology transfer to occur.  

 

 

b) Provide substantial expertise on commercialization strategies and 

technology licensing. Institute researchers, and possibly university 

researchers, do not have expertise in this, nor access to such expertise at 

the present time. As with the marketing expertise item above, there are a 

variety of possible mechanisms. This is a very significant need in the 

Canary Islands.  

 

Priorities 
 

The number one priority is MBA-level marketing expertise. There are 

technologies in the prototype stage, which may not be commercialized properly until 
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adequate marketing can be performed. Access to expertise on commercialization 

strategies is also vitally needed and perhaps the greatest long-term need.  

 

Funding for demonstration projects at government and university-based institutes 

also is a high priority. After that, a seed money fund to enable researchers to find other 

funds should be considered. A continuing effort is needed to develop further business-

university ties, and several of the education and awareness activities would address that 

need, and also can be started relatively quickly and at minimal cost.   

 

 
Venture Capital & Financing 
 

The research team could not determine the full array of government programs and 

financial resources currently available for entrepreneurs in the Canary Islands. However, 

as best as could be determined, there appear to be several significant gaps at the present 

time. These include: 

 

No system or network of private investors whom entrepreneurs can contact to 

present their business plans for start-up capital or second stage expansion capital; 

(angel network); 

 

A lack of government grant programs, beyond those of the national Spanish 

government, for substantial funding of research and development companies to 

develop further their technology for possible commercialization; (Local/Regional 

Government R&D Program); 

 

An absence of programs for encouraging joint development of potential new 

products between small technology companies in the Canary Islands and larger 

companies in Spain, the EU, or elsewhere; (Joint Venture Fund); 
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An absence of venture capital for companies seeking to be publicly traded on 

listed exchanges; (Venture Capital—Private Sector);  

 

Limited government-financed capital pools for direct investment in promising 

Canary Islands technology companies; (Venture Capital—Government Sector);  

 

An absence of funding for several specialized needs of (a) export marketing and 

delivery costs of emerging companies; (b) Small company financial assistance;  

 

An absence of funding for projects and joint ventures between university-based 

researchers, entrepreneurs, and emerging companies with larger companies;  

 (Joint Venture Fund for Commercialization—Universities/Companies) 

  

 

In addition to the gaps that appear to exist, there is also a substantial problem of 

encouraging further investment by Canary Islands businesses in riskier, emerging 

technologies and technology companies.  

 

 

Possible Remedies 
 

Because there are a variety of needs, a menu of alternatives is being suggested for 

consideration. The options described below provide a range of different types of 

approaches. Some are purely private, while others require governmental intervention. 

They also differ in the problems being addressed and whether returns are likely to be 

more immediate, or later in time.  

   

Angel Networks—While there are pockets of individual investors and groups of 

investors who are examining investment opportunities involving emerging 

technology companies, much more should be done. One approach to meeting the 

needs of new companies and the needs of private investors in other regions has 
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been creation of an angel network. While the operational details differ across 

communities, essentially an angel network is a vehicle for potential investors 

(“angels”) to review investment opportunities submitted by entrepreneurs. An 

angel network formalizes what may already be occurring in a community. 

Frequently it enables more investors to become involved and also provides a 

discernible entry point for entrepreneurs beyond more traditional “word-of-

mouth” methods.   

 

From interviewing entrepreneurs it is clear that entrepreneurs would find a 

network appealing. There would be benefits simply by generating and sharing a 

list of wealthy individuals in the Canary Islands who would be willing to entertain 

investment proposals. Yet, we would recommend that several more structured 

alternatives be considered.  

 

  Potential Network Alternatives for Canary Islands Angels: 

 

1. Texas Capital Network model—This is a “dating service” and functions as 

a “matchmaker” only.  Investors designate the industries and types of 

investments they are interested in reviewing, and the entrepreneurs fill out 

a similar sheet, and then the two sides are put together for a meeting. The 

network does not become involved in any other way.  

 

2. Model II—Slightly More Active—This type of network usually arranges 

for presentations by entrepreneurs to a group of potential investors. With a 

need for quality control over the number and type of presentations, a 

screening committee often is needed. Once the presentation occurs, the 

network function ceases for that possibility and turns to another meeting.  

 

We recommend that angel networks be started on both Tenerife and Gran 

Canaria, and possibly elsewhere. Only a modest amount of resources 

would be required for creating the networks, acquiring educational 
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materials, and defraying partially the administrative costs for the initial 

two years.  

 

 

Local/Regional Government R&D Program—Spain’s Centre for Industrial and 

Technological Development (CDTI), part of the Ministry of Science and 

Technology, finances research projects developed and presented by Spanish 

companies. The most recent CDTI initiative is Neotec, which is intended to 

provide seed financing to new technological businesses in their initial phases of 

development. The financing is provided on a matching basis (75% from Neotec 

and 25% matched by the companies), and loans are repayable only when the 

companies achieve profitability. The start-up companies, which are awarded 

financing through this competitive program, also receive training in 

entrepreneurial and management skills. We believe that a Neotec-like program be 

initiated on a pilot basis (two to three years) solely for companies in the Canary 

Islands.  

 
   

Joint Venture Fund—Substantial marketing and technological expertise exists in 

larger companies from the mainland, countries of the EU, and elsewhere. It is 

unrealistic to expect that all emerging technology companies will be able to 

develop their own products and prosper without finding strategic partners. As a 

matter of fact, a number of the companies in the focus groups, indicated they were 

seeking partners with whom they could work over a period of years. One way of 

encouraging such partnerships is through joint development of potential new 

products. Consideration should be given to a mechanism for funding a small 

number of commercialization projects between emerging companies in the 

Canary Islands and larger companies outside the Canary Islands.  There are ample 

precedents for such funds on a bi-lateral basis.  
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Israel has established a variety of such funding mechanisms with other nations, 

such as the BIRD Foundation (Israel-U.S. Binational Industrial Research and 

Development) and the Canada-Israel Industrial Research and Development 

Foundation (CIIRDF). Bird was created in 1977, and CIIRDF was established in 

1994 and renewed twice (1997 and 2000) until at least 2005. The heart of the 

BIRD and CIIRDF programs lies in the grants provided to the joint ventures. In 

the BIRD Foundation,  

 

“… any pair of companies, one Israeli and one U.S.-based, may apply 
jointly so long as they can demonstrate the combined capabilities and 
infrastructure to define, develop, manufacture, sell and support an 
innovative product based on industrial R&D…. Their willingness to share 
in the financial risk of product development as well as in the financial gain 
of commercialization, are key factors in BIRD's evaluation. Typically the 
role of the larger company is product definition and specification, sales, 
and service, while the role of the smaller company is in product 
development and some manufacturing.” 

 
 

Both the CIIRDF and BIRD Foundation have small feasibility grants and larger, 

regular grants. The larger BIRD grants range from $500,000 to $1,000,000 over 

two to three years, with the investment by the two companies being at least twice 

that amount. While the operational details of the BIRD Foundation and CIIRDF 

differ in some respects, both generally take a hands-off approach to the joint 

venture’s terms, do not take equity positions or become involved with intellectual 

property (IP), and have very reasonable repayment terms when joint ventures are 

successful. In the case of CIIRDF, the total repayment would never exceed the 

original grant amount. For the BIRD Foundation, the repayment amount depends 

on how rapidly it is repaid, with the total repayment never exceeding 150% of the 

original amount. Both CIIRDF and the Bird Foundation have provisions for 

repayments through gross sales, royalties, licensing, and outright sales of the 

product. When joint ventures fail and there is no commercialization, neither the 

BIRD Foundation nor CIIRDF require repayment. 1 

                                                 
1 BIRD supports 25-35 projects annually with a total investment of around $14 million per year. To date, 
BIRD has invested over $180 million in 600 projects, which have produced sales of over $7 billion. 
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The size and operation of a Canary Islands commercialization fund would depend 

on a range of factors and also could take other forms such as the Hawaii 

Commercialization Fund described later for a subset of all emerging companies, 

those affiliated with universities.  

  

 

Venture Capital—Government Sector—A major gap exists now in venture capital 

beyond the initial grants provided by government to virtually any new business. It 

is unclear why SODECAN is not perceived as meeting entrepreneurs’ needs. In 

any case, if entrepreneurs’ perceptions are correct, a new financing mechanism 

should be created to invest government resources directly into a limited number of 

technology companies. Our recommendation is that one or more professional 

investment firms selected through a competitive tender should make investment 

decisions. Because most entrepreneurs believe political and personal connections 

override technical criteria in securing funding from government agencies, 

consideration should be given to a second layer of oversight on all investment 

decisions. Further, to diminish the perception of political favoritism, all 

entrepreneurs should be provided with detailed explanations of why their requests 

for assistance are denied, when that occurs.    

 

  

                                                                                                                                                 
Repayments in the year 2000 totaled $6 million. Since the establishment of the Foundation 25 years ago, 
the accumulated repayments have totaled $64 million.  
 
CIIRDF is much smaller in scale. Since its inception, it has received approximately 70 applications for 
funding, approved about 40, and committed approximately $15 million. Fifteen projects have been 
completed, and 10 have resulted in commercialization. Seven of the projects are generating royalty 
payments, and the total royalty payments to CIIRDF have been about $1 million. Within the past year, the 
CIIRDF has become more focused in its technologies and is placing more emphasis on several industries, 
based on the two nations’ priorities.  
 
Additional information about the Bird Foundation can be obtained at: http://www.birdf.com/what.html and 
related sites. Additional information about the Canada-Israel Industrial Research and Development 
Foundation is available at: http://www.ciirdf.ca/ , particularly the link on the Information Handbook, 
http://www.ciirdf.ca/publications/handbook.pdf       
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Venture Capital—Private Sector—We do not believe there is a true private sector 

venture capital company in the Canary Islands. Given the Canary Islands’ 

economic composition and heavy reliance on tourism, there is unlikely to be any 

venture capital company for many years to come, unless a special effort is made 

to develop a venture capital infrastructure.  

 

A number of state governments in the United States have faced a similar situation 

(a lack of VC companies and insufficient private sector venture capital in their 

state or in regions of their states), and passed laws designed to create a local 

venture capital infrastructure. The Certified Capital Companies Program  

(CAPCO) began in Louisiana and now is operating in Missouri, Florida, New 

York, Wisconsin, and several other states. In still other states such as Texas, a 

CAPCO program has been passed but not yet implemented. The CAPCO program 

provides a new pool of venture capital from private insurance companies through 

an offset to their state insurance premium taxes.  Because of the differences 

between state governments and Spanish laws on private insurance companies, it is 

unclear whether this could be adapted to the current situation in the Canary 

Islands.  

 

As an alternative to creation of a CAPCO Canary Islands, further study should be 

given to assisting in the development of a pooled investment fund for private 

investors. This fund may prove attractive to Canary Islands investors if it meets at 

least the following criteria:  

 

Invests in emerging technology companies of the Canary Islands; 

Invests in several different types of technologies and fields; 

Qualified professional staff selected by competitive tender and free from 

political oversight make all investment decisions; 

The investment pool received some type of financial advantage for 

investing in Canary Islands technology companies.  
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Emerging Technology Companies’ Financial Assistance Fund—One clear theme 

from the focus groups is that emerging Canary Islands technology firms must sell 

products and services outside the Canary Islands. The permanent population base 

is too small for most technology companies to achieve economies of scale, and as 

noted by a number of companies in the case study profiles, there are additional 

costs in exporting which they incur. A second, related theme that arose during the 

focus groups and some interviews is that Canary Islands businesses do not have a 

long history of selling products and services beyond the Canary Islands. For these 

two reasons, we recommend that additional financial assistance be provided to 

small technology companies to offset a portion of their additional costs of 

exporting to markets beyond the seven islands. The fund should limit assistance to 

any specific company for a limited amount of time, perhaps no more than three or 

four years. And the assistance should cover no more than half, or at most, two-

thirds of the export costs, with the remainder being provided by the company.  

Eligibility could be restricted to only those companies in certain “preferred 

technology fields,” if necessary.  

 

 

Joint Venture Fund for Commercialization (Universities/Companies)—There are 

several programs which could serve as templates for a Canary Islands initiative to 

encourage further cooperation between universities and existing businesses. The gulf 

between universities and businesses seems very wide compared to the United States, 

even in regions which traditionally have not been in the forefront. Two programs are 

briefly described below. 

 

Hawaii’s Accelerated Research Commercialization (ARC) Grant Program--ARC 

is designed to (a) strengthen relationships between local tech industry and 

University of Hawaii’s researchers; (b) leverage joint research capabilities of 

companies and the University of Hawaii; (c) improve technology transfer in 

Hawaii; and (d) enhance the competitiveness of local technology companies. 
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ARC grant proposals must be jointly developed and submitted by University of 

Hawaii scientists and a sponsor company headquartered or with substantial 

operations in Hawaii. ARC will fund the most competitive proposals, covering up 

to 50% of project costs. Maximum ARC funding per proposal is $75,000, with 

sponsors providing a minimum 1:1 match, which include in-kind contributions. 

ARC seeks to fund research ranging from basic research through proof-of-

concept, or research on existing discoveries or inventions that significantly 

enhances their core technical strengths. In the most recent cycle, proposals were 

accepted in several technology fields: biotechnology, advanced communications, 

software, ocean sciences, sensors and optics, alternative energy, and materials 

sciences. Proposals are subject to peer-review. This is a very small program with 

only $150,000 available in the recent competition.    

 

 

State of Texas Advanced Research Program/Advanced Technology Program and 

Technology Development and Transfer Program  

 

In 1987 the State of Texas created the Advanced Research Program (ARP) and 

the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) as complementary, statewide research 

programs. The ARP is devoted to research in academic fields and the ATP is 

devoted to research with a technological objective and a long-term economic goal. 

Both were created as peer-review, competitive grants programs.  

 

Every two years approximately $20 million has been available for the ARP and 

about $40 million has been available for the ATP. Six competitions have 

occurred, with more than 18,000 proposals have been submitted. Awards have 

been made to slightly more 1 in 10 applicants—2,354. The average size of the 

ATP awards has been approximately $175,000.    

 

In 1993 a smaller specialized program was funded to support the further 

development of technology created under the ATP and to support the transfer of 
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that technology to the private sector. Up to 20 percent of the amount allocated to 

ATP may be awarded as Technology Development and Transfer grants (TDT). 

For the five TDT competitions, there have been 154 proposals funded at a total 

cost of $28.3 million, or slightly under $200,000 each. TDT awards require a 

private sector partner and a significant private sector match in an amount equal to 

or greater than the amount of grant funds requested. There are no requirements 

where the industry partner is located.  

 

While there has not been a formal program evaluation, it appears that the ATP 

and TDT programs have been successful in commercialization efforts. Because of 

the State of Texas’ budget condition, however, it is unclear if they will be funded 

at the current levels for the next two years.  

 

 

Importing Entrepreneurs-- The research team has considered the possibility of 

using capital to attract entrepreneurs to the Canary Islands. Although some may 

find the idea of enticing entrepreneurs to come to the Canary Islands (or return to 

the Canary Islands) far-fetched, we believe it is an option worth considering. The 

primary difference between recruiting major employers and attracting 

entrepreneurs is that the latter may be riskier: (1) there is less of a track record to 

review; and (2) entrepreneurs have smaller companies and fewer employees, and 

therefore are more likely to be able to leave the area quicker. Nonetheless, there 

are standard procedures used by state and local governments in the United States 

to guard their investments when incentives have been given to companies.  

 

If the Canary Islands wish to look at the recruitment of entrepreneurs seriously, 

the research team suggests that this option be viewed as a completely new tool 

and that current incentive arrangements for traditional companies not be altered in 

any way. We would suggest the first avenue to explore is creating a fund from 

private investors as an inducement for entrepreneurs to consider locating in the 

major incubators. We think the Canary Islands would receive considerable 
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publicity (mostly positive) if this type of fund were created. It would indicate the 

Canaries are serious about entrepreneurship.    

 

 

Priorities 
 

What is required is a multi-faceted strategy of increasing the amount of risk 

capital for emerging technology companies from different sources. We see the primary 

sources as being: 

 

individuals’ capital  

larger companies 

institutional funds (insurance companies and pension funds)  

  governments 

 

In addition, there are similar sources to these outside the Canary Islands in Spain, 

the EU, and internationally, which may be enticed to invest in the Canary Islands. Each 

of the different sources has different risk profiles and is more likely to invest at different 

stages.   

  

The first and most important financing step should be development of functioning 

angel networks. We believe at least two angel networks can be created without great 

difficulty or cost. It will provide local entrepreneurs with a list of potential investors and 

a more systematic approach for investors to look at local investment possibilities. If it 

serves no other purpose than that, it will be successful. And we think it could lead to 

actual local investments that will prove beneficial to local investors, entrepreneurs, and 

the local economy.    

 

All of the other recommended actions are nearly of equal priority. The financial 

aid export assistance fund may be slightly higher in importance than the others, although 

the long-term impacts are likely to be greater from many of the other mechanisms.  
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Overall, the amount of financing available seems adequate for the near-term, if 

funds can be channeled to address existing gaps and needs.   

 

 
Additional Actions For Consideration 
 

A variety of other actions can be considered to improve technology-based 

economic development. The items below do not fit neatly into the other categories and 

are presented in no particular order.  

 

Local Purchasing Preference—During the field visit and focus groups, there were 

a number of comments related to the inability of small technology firms to 

compete on significant tenders with larger companies from outside the Canary 

Islands. Small information technology companies especially feel they are unable 

to compete on such tenders and are effectively excluded from bidding. One 

possible solution to this problem would be to require bigger companies from the 

mainland to work with local partners in bidding on such tenders. Not only would 

that address some small companies’ concerns about exclusion, a requirement or 

meaningful incentive would also encourage collaborations among Canary Islands 

technology companies and non-CI companies. The local purchasing preference 

program could be patterned after minority business enterprise and women-owned 

business enterprise (MBE/WBE) programs prevalent in many states and major 

local governments in the United States. As there appear to be a number of 

upcoming large infrastructure projects (commuter rail, ports, communications 

etc.) scheduled for tender in coming years, it is especially important that 

purchasing preference policies be created, revised, or revisited explicitly before 

planning of the tenders proceeds too far.  

 

 

Organizational Office for Technology-Based Economic Development (Or Office 
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of Entrepreneurial Development)—If no office currently exists, and it appears not 

to, officials should consider an office within SOFESA for technology-based 

economic development. The office could combine advocacy with program 

functions (data collection from entrepreneurs) as well as being directly involved 

in monitoring progress on key indicators, similar to those which exist for Spain as 

a country. For instance Spain has established a number of key benchmarks as 

indicators to measure performance on strategic objectives.  

 

          

 

 

INDICATORS ASSOCIATED WITH STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES         

                                        Indicators of Economic Resources      1998-2003 

Expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP                                                     0,95  1,29 

Expenditure on R&D&I as a percentage of GDP                                                1,55   2,00 

% of business expenditure on R&D                                                                     49,1   65,3 

% of innovative enterprises                                                                                    12     25 

Creation of new technology-based enterprises from Public R&D Centers            -       100 

 

 

INDICATORS FROM PUBLIC R&D CENTERS AND TECHNOLOGY 

CENTERS 

   Indicators of Human resources                             1998-2003 

Number of researchers per 1000 labor force                                                         3,3     4,0 

% of researchers in the enterprise sector                                                                23     27 

R&D Personnel per 1000 of active working population                                        5,5    7,0 

% of R&D personnel in the enterprise sector                                                         37     44 

New contracts and research positions in the public R&D system                           -    2.000 

Insertion of PhD holders in the enterprise sector                                                     -      500 

Insertion of technologists in SMEs and Technology Centers                                  -    1.000 
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Appropriate targets should be set for the Canary Islands by senior policymakers.  

For example, it is imperative that a strategic planning objective be set for the 

proportion of the Canary Islands Gross Domestic Product contributed by 

technology-intensive industries—what percentage and in what timeframe (three 

years, five years, ten years, and so forth.). Then this office should maintain the 

“economic scorecard” by establishing tracking systems for monitoring progress 

toward achievement of the targets. The Office also should be charged with 

measuring progress in stimulating seed and venture capital, transferring 

knowledge from universities into commercial applications, accelerating 

development of specific niche technology industries, and tracking cluster 

formation.   

 

 

Another key responsibility for this Office of Technology-Based Economic 

Development would be to operationalize strategic plans and reports. It would be 

too far-reaching to suggest that this Office should be in charge of “implementing 

strategic plans and reports” as that would assume resources would become 

available for recommendations from strategic plans. Rather this Office should be 

charged with presenting operational, programmatic, and procedural 

recommendations for strategies, which senior SOFESA policymakers have 

decided warrant consideration by elected and more senior appointed officials.  

 

  
 

Observations About Non-Technology Marketing – On several occasions, research 

team members were surprised by the marketing of non-technology products and 

services. Frankly, the marketing was relatively unsophisticated for a region with 

so many tourists.  
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a) Marketing indigenous handicrafts is not up to the standards used for 

profiling individual artists and craftsmen and craftswomen by such 

organizations as the Kentucky Guild; 

 

b) Canada is a model for its national and provincial parks, which could 

benefit the park operations of Mount Teide;  

 

c) Vermont and several other states with significant numbers of tourists 

have addressed new concepts in signage. Lack of street and vehicular 

signage for travelers is a problem in areas around Santa Cruz and even 

Puerto de La Cruz.  Signage also is sometimes totally lacking about 

unique Canary Island plants and flowers in city parks. And the Islands’ 

unique botanical properties and sights seem to lack proper marketing, 

unless that is a conscious decision to limit numbers of tourists.     

 

 

Intergovernmental and Inter-institutional Cooperation--The rivalries among 

islands and institutions will not be altered anytime soon and are rooted in issues 

outside the scope of this analysis. Two activities may prove beneficial to 

improvements, based on the presumption that improved communication is usually 

a necessary, although not sufficient, condition for reduction of hostilities and 

rivalries. First, field trips outside the Canaries with representatives from different 

islands and institutions may lead to enhanced communication and cooperation. 

Secondly, an increased number of short-term mobility assignments may have 

beneficial consequences. The mobility of personnel between different centers, 

both public and private, which facilitates interaction, communication, and 

networking, may lead to collaboration and partnerships and reduced rivalries 

between particular institutes on Gran Canaria and Tenerife.  
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New Offices in Canary Islands – It was noted by at least one knowledgeable 

individual, that it is expensive for companies to open offices in Canary Islands. 

As a result, many firms do not do so, and when they do, they usually open a small 

sales office only. We’re unsure if this is true, and if it is, why this is the case. As 

noted elsewhere in the report, incentives, either new or enhanced, should be used 

for bringing research and development units to the Canary Islands. We are not 

suggesting that incentives be used to offset high costs for opening new sales 

offices, if that is the case, but merely want to pass along that information.   

 

 

Promoting Technology of the Canary Islands—Promoting Canary Islands 

technology does not appear to be maximized currently. Why promote bananas at 

the north airport on Tenerife instead of renewables or new information 

technologies? All opportunities to showcase innovative technologies should be 

explored.  

 

Secondly, thought should be given to developing promotional materials which 

play off of the Canaries image. For instance, Orlando, Florida is synonymous with 

Mickey Mouse in the minds of tourists to that region. Orlando, much like the 

Canaries, wishes to maintain and enhance its primary industry while becoming 

more diversified through technology-based development. Promotional materials 

therefore were developed around the theme of mice—Orlando is the home of 

computer and software companies as well as Mickey Mouse. A similar approach, 

perhaps based on the weather or some other dominant image of the Canaries, 

might be appropriate in the coming years.   

 
 

Marketing Issues—There are several more general marketing issues which need 

further attention.  
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West African Markets—It is essential that a detailed comprehensive study 

be done to define what markets are viable in the West African region. 

Without that information it is very difficult for companies in several 

sectors to move forward realistically with export plans. A study of the 

magnitude and scope needed is beyond what any one company can do.    

 

Appropriate Marketing Strategy For West Africa—A number of the 

government institutes believe sales can be achieved in West Africa IF 

multi-national financing can be obtained to pay for the projects. This 

would be the missing link to making sales as there are definite needs in the 

regions for Canary Islands products (renewables for example), but local 

governmental resources are non-existent to pay for such products at this 

time.  

 

The idea of Canary Islands institutes finding financial resources for other 

governments so they can purchase Canary Islands products is an 

interesting concept. In some instances, that concept may work. However, 

it is a very difficult strategy to accomplish and one which is more 

complicated than that commonly employed by commercial entities. To 

find money for another organization outside your country, to be 

guaranteed that your product will then be selected, and that installation 

and payment will occur in a timely fashion, is not a compelling strategy 

except in unusual cases. We recommend that this strategy and alternative 

approaches be explored in more depth as an important component of a 

comprehensive West African market study.     

 

  

Creation of the “Tourism & Hospitality Technology Development Institute” 

 

Diversification of the Canary Islands economy will create new sectors and 

provide greater wealth to residents and businesses. Tourism is and will remain the 
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primary source of income, however, due the extraordinary natural conditions and 

resources of the islands.  There appear to be a number of plans for transforming 

the current mass tourism into more selective tourist niches, and encourage greater 

spending by each tourist.  

 

Although the tourism sector organizations, associations, and chambers of 

commerce are aware of potential opportunities, and have produced actions to 

identify and coordinate efforts, the process might be further improved by creation 

of a research and development organization for the tourism industry. The 

purposes of this Tourism & Hospitality Technology Development Institute would 

be (1) to understand the state-of the-art and the key competitiveness of world-

class tourism practices; and (2) to encourage a more rational and systematic 

approach for tourism development in the Canary Islands.  

 

This public-private joint effort would have these characteristics: 

 

- It would be a research, development and technology transfer organization 

devoted to all the specific activities and processes of the tourism industry. 

 

- It would have different organizational capabilities, each focused on a key 

aspect: IT (IT for services, IT for hotels, IT for transportation and 

logistics, IT for marketing, etc.); market research and development (best 

practices, benchmarking, commercialization, niche development, etc.); 

environmental issues (ecological sustainable development, water 

management, etc.); logistics, education (MBA for tourism), etc. 

 

- It would have knowledge of all the top tourism locations around the world, 

and the competitive factors needed by the Canary Islands to become a 

global industry leader. 
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- It would operate as an autonomous institution, (preferably not-for-profit), 

be managed as a business, reporting to its stockholders. At least 50% 

(preferably 75%) of the originating capital for the Institute should be 

provided by private sector entities.  

 

- It would work in coordination with the current public and private tourism 

related organizations and chambers, lodging companies, and small 

businesses selling products to the tourism industry.  

 

- It would have the appropriate links to the existing universities and 

research centers to train and educate people (with formal academic levels 

and degrees) in a wide range of tourism specialties:  IT, logistics, lodging, 

leisure, etc. 

 

The integrative aspect of this institution would be important. During the fieldtrip 

there appeared to be some issues of coordination among chambers and public 

organizations related to the tourism industry, hotels, small and medium service 

firms, and governments. There are also regional issues with the two main 

islands/cities having their own efforts, and at some extent, smaller islands having 

their own organizations. An Institute may reduce any duplication which currently 

exists and allow for more efficient and effective utilization of resources to be 

expended on new tourism priorities in the Islands.    

 
 

Priorities 
 

The three clear priorities in this section are the local purchasing preference, the 

office of technology-based economic development or office of entrepreneurial 

development, and the West African marketing study. The first should prove appealing to 

small, emerging technology companies in information technology and software in 

particular. If local purchasing preference rules and regulations exist currently for major 
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tenders, they should be re-examined to determine why they are not working effectively in 

the view of emerging technology entrepreneurs.  

 

The office of entrepreneurial development, or whatever the term used for that new 

governmental unit with that responsibility, would provide staff support. Its role could be 

larger than that, if desired. Organizational responsibilities and functions were beyond the 

purview of this analysis, however.   

 

 A number of government institutes and private companies in the focus groups are 

looking at West Africa. A comprehensive, yet practical, marketing study should be 

conducted soon to examine the realistic potential of this market, its relative importance 

compared to mainland Spain and the European Union, and practical methods of 

penetrating that market.  

 

 Finally, it is recommended that serious consideration be given to a Tourism and 

Hospital Technology Development Institute. Tourism is critically important to the Canary 

Islands now, and IT will become increasingly important not only to the Islands but also to 

tourism, that a new entity may be warranted.  
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VI.  Benchmarking 
 
 
Purpose of Benchmarking and Selection of Comparable Areas 
 

In conducting a baseline assessment of regional assets, it is useful to compare a 

region with a select number of other regions. One purpose in doing this is to provide an 

objective view of where the region stands on certain key metrics. Both point-in-time and 

over-time, longitudinal analyses are performed to pinpoint competitive strengths and 

trends.   

 

Selection of benchmarking regions is more art than science. While socioeconomic 

characteristics must be considered seriously so that the regions are indeed somewhat 

comparable, data availability and limitations are extremely important in any international 

benchmarking. All benchmarking is performed using secondary data, which has already 

been compiled by other organizations, and without previously collected data, no 

comparisons can be made. Data availability varies considerably by country, with the 

strongest data available for the European Union and the United States, and less data 

available for other regions, with minimal data available from Africa.   

 

Data availability is, however, not the only significant problem in international 

benchmarking. Ideally, benchmarks should be performed used comparable data for the 

same time period. Unfortunately, there are very few sources of comparable data 

internationally for regions, rather than countries. This is especially a troublesome issue 

when the regions involve states and metropolitan areas, which are relatively small. As a 

general rule, there is less data available for smaller governmental regions than for larger 

ones. Even when somewhat comparable data appears to be available for different regions, 

there is often a problem is finding data for the same period of time.  

 

Regions originally selected to be benchmarked with the Canary Islands were:  
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i. potential direct competitors (for different reasons, the Barcelona 

region and Casablanca in Morocco) 

 

ii. regions with comparable geographic, demographic, and/or 

economic structures (such as Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Metro 

Orlando) 

 

iii. regions that have already achieved some success at implementing 

the accelerated technological growth initiatives that are the object 

of this study (such as Ireland). 

 

While the Canary Islands is clearly different from each of the other regions if one looks 

very closely, for general benchmarking purposes, the original list provided a reasonable 

set of regions.   

 

Severe Data Limitations   

 

The difficulty in locating comparable international data on these regions was 

vastly underestimated. This became by far the most difficult benchmarking task IC² 

Institute has ever undertaken in its regional economic assessments over the past decade. 

A level of effort was devoted to this task that far surpassed what was anticipated and for 

which IC² had budgeted. Scores of different international and country-specific 

government sources were searched for appropriate data. Universities, and government 

institutes, and in many cases, private correspondence with researchers. The search began 

with trying to identify databases that could provide significant data for many of the 

jurisdictions. After it became clear that no databases existed, the search was concentrated 

on databases in each of the major regions: Canary Islands, US, and the European Union. 

Subsequently, the searches were undertaken for discrete data elements.  
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As this process unfolded, it became apparent that comparable data for Casablanca 

would not be located. Soon thereafter, we came to the conclusion that data at the regional 

level in the European Union is extremely limited. Third, and most importantly, data for 

the Canary Islands could not be located in a timely fashion. Finally, even when data was 

located, often it either needed to be manipulated in some way and/or it proved 

incomparable for the same time period as data in the other jurisdictions.   

 

In the end, we could only complete the benchmarking by relying on data for 

Spain, when it would have been far preferable to have data for the Canary Islands. Based 

on the data we have examined, when there was data for both Spain and the Canary 

Islands on the same variable, it would certainly appear that the Canary Islands is less 

technology-intensive than that of Spain as a whole. Because of that, in the graphs for 

which there is no Canary Islands entry per se, we assume that the Canary Islands ranking 

or score would be no higher than, and often lower than, that of Spain in its entirety.  

 

In this chapter, most comparisons are “snapshots” in time. While useful, the real 

value of benchmarking often comes from tracking measurements over time. One or more 

organizations within the Canary Islands should perform longitudinal benchmarking on 

selected dimensions to determine if the region is trending higher relative to the other 

metro areas. Combining the “snapshot” comparisons with the more in-depth over time 

analyses will provide decision-makers in the Canary Islands with tools for assessing 

performances and progress toward achieving realistic improvements in the region’s 

competitive advantages.  The graphs are provided with the thought that acceptable data 

and comparisons, despite their limitations, are better than having no comparisons.    
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Socioeconomics—Population, Labor Force, and Economic 
Comparisons 
 
 
 
Total Population 

 
The Canary Islands population is approximately 1.7 million. The population for 

Barcelona is nearly three times as large: 4.6 million. Puerto Rico has 4 million persons; 
Hawaii’s population is about 1.2 million, and that of Metropolitan Orlando, 
approximately 1.5 million. 
 

Spain has 39.5 million residents, about half the size of Germany (82.2 million) 
and slightly more than 10.5% of the total EU population of 373 million. Ireland is 
roughly one-tenth the size of Spain—3.8 million residents. Morocco is between 30 and 
31 million residents.  
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Sources: Database Europe, The World Bank, and U.S. Census Bureau.  
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Labor Force 
(Available) 

 
Available labor force is defined as the total population aged 16 or older. 

Surprisingly the available labor force can vary considerably across regions. For the 
Canary Islands, 38% of the total population is available for the labor force. Together with 
Morocco and Puerto Rico, this is the lowest proportion among the benchmark regions.  
Spain reports that the labor force makes up 44% of its total population while in Ireland it 
is 42%. The entire European Union reports that that the labor force makes up 47% of its 
total population. In Hawaii 48% of the total population is 16 or older and in Metro 
Orlando, the rate is 58%.  
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Labor Force 
(Female) 

 
Unlike the major differences observed with the available labor force, most of the 

regions are fairly similar in their female participation rates. Slightly more than one-third 
of the Canary Islands labor force is female (38%), which mirrors closely the rate for 
Spain, 37.2%. It also is nearly identical to Puerto Rico’s rate, and slightly higher than 
rates for Ireland and Morocco, both of which are about 34%. The outlier in the group is 
Hawaii, with 48% of its labor force being female.  
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Sources: Database Europe, The World Bank, and U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Unemployment 
 

Because of some differences in how rates are calculated, precise comparisons of 
unemployment rates are unwarranted. Also the unemployment rates vary considerably 
depending on when they are measured. As shown in the following graph, the Canary 
Islands unemployment rate (15.5%) and that of Spain (14.10%) are surpassed only by 
Morocco’s. Unemployment rates are considerably lower in Puerto Rico and the European 
Union. Hawaii’s unemployment rate and that of Ireland are pegged at approximately one-
third the rate of the Canaries. Metro Orlando has an unusually low unemployment rate 
(2.6%).  
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Labor Productivity 
 

Labor productivity is an important indicator of long-term economic growth. It is 
one of the most crucial ingredients, and while easily measured and understood, it is 
difficult to change for the better in the short-term. Unfortunately, Spain ranks the lowest 
in this comparison group, considerably below Italy and Ireland. Germany, Finland, and 
Sweden rank the highest in terms of labor productivity.  
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Employment in Knowledge Intensive Services  
 

One indicator of a region’s current level of technology and research and 
development is how many workers provide knowledge intensive services. The higher the 
proportion of such workers in the total workforce, the stronger a region is likely to be in 
terms of its competitive potential in an increasingly sophisticated world. 

 
In this situation, the definition of knowledge intensive services does not 

incorporate workers in tourism or government (please see below). Therefore, it is not 
surprising that the Canary Islands ranks the lowest among the regions for which data is 
available: only 6% of all workers are providing knowledge intensive services. All of the 
other regions have far higher proportions ranging from a low of 24% for Spain to a high 
of 45% for Sweden. Even Italy’s proportion is four times higher than that of the Canaries 
at 27%.  
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Knowledge intensive services, according to the Eurostat definition, are post and 
telecommunications, computer and related activities, research and development, water 
transport, air and space transport, financial intermediary, real estate, renting and business 
activity, education, heath and social work and recreational, cultural and sporting 
activities. 
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Employment in High-Tech Industries 
 
 Similarly to the previous graph on knowledge intensive services, the Canaries 
rates very low on a more precise measure of labor force utilization: high tech 
employment. Given the historical dependence on tourism, one would expect a very low 
proportion of current workers to be employed in high tech positions. There are no 
surprises, except perhaps the magnitude of the difference between the Canaries and the 
remainder of Spain.  
  

Only 0.28% of the Canary Islands total employment is in high tech industries. The 
comparable figure for Spain is 5.5%. Italy, Ireland, Finland, the EU, and Sweden are in 
the range of 7%-8.25%. According to this measure of high technology employment, more 
than 10 percent of Germany’s workforce is in high tech.  
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Growth Competitiveness Rank 
 

The World Bank’s Global Competitiveness Report 2002-2003, which examines 
the growth prospects of 80 countries, is a good data source on the comparative strengths 
and weaknesses of leading economies of the world. The Growth Competitiveness Index 
is based on three broad categories of variables that are found to drive economic growth in 
the medium and long term: technology, public institutions and the macroeconomic 
environment.  

 
It is important to note that these are rankings. Therefore the higher the number, 

the lower the country’s ranking. Finland led the world in this ranking. Sweden and 
Ireland also ranked very well, followed by Germany. Spain ranked 22 among all nations, 
ahead of Italy at 26.  
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Technology Index Ranking 
 

The technology index is a simple average taking into account innovation sub-
indexes and the information and communication technology sub-indexes of the Global 
Competitiveness Report. As with the previous chart, the higher the number, the lower the 
country’s ranking. 
 

Again, for the benchmark nations, Spain ranks lower than the majority of other 
EU countries. Spain does rank slightly higher than Ireland, however, as well as Italy.  
Finland and Sweden are highly ranked, 3rd and 6th respectively, with Germany ranking 
15th in the world 

 
.  
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Innovation Subindex 
 

The innovation subindex seeks to explain the elements of innovation that are 
linked to economic growth. The pattern here is quite similar to the patterns seen in the 
two previous charts.  

 
As with the previous chart, the higher the number, the lower the country’s 

ranking. 

Spain ranks 20 in this index, followed closely by Italy (21) and Ireland (23). 
Finland again leads the nations in this benchmarking, ranked 4th worldwide, followed by 
Sweden and Germany.  
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Innovating Firms Cooperating With Other Firms 
 

Another measure of innovation tracks the proportion of innovating firms in a 
country that are cooperating with other firms or universities. This measure essentially 
provides an indication of the number of collaborations and partnerships in existence, 
which in turn, frequently will be a precursor of the rate of technology commercialization.  

 
This measure exhibits a fairly similar pattern as the Innovation subindex shown 

previously. Of the countries selected for this benchmark, Finland is the leader in 
innovation--70% of innovating firms within Finland are cooperating with others. Sweden 
also exhibits a very high rate of more than 50%. Then come Ireland, the European Union, 
and Germany.  

 
About one in five innovating firms in Spain was cooperating with other 

innovating firms or universities. Only Italy showed a lower rate.  
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Export of High Technology Products 
 

The export of high technology products is one indication of a nation’s prowess as 
a technology-based economy. This measure shows what percentage of the total world 
market of technology products each country exports.  

 
Germany, by far, is the leader among the nations benchmarked here, exporting 

more than 7% of the world’s technology products. The real strength, however, is 
exhibited by Ireland, Sweden, and Finland. All of these countries are exporting larger 
proportions of technology exports than Spain, despite being only a fraction of the size in 
terms of population. On a per capita basis, Ireland, Sweden, and Finland also perform 
much better than Italy.  

 
Spain has by far the smallest percentage of the world market (.59%).  
 

 
 
 

 
Source:  CORDIS (Community Research and Development Information Service) 
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World Market Share of High Technology Exports 
(Annual Average Growth) 
 

Another dimension of high technology exports is the change over time—are 
countries improving or declining relative to other countries in their exports of technology 
products. Unfortunately the time period for this measure is limited and not very recent, 
thereby lessening its value. For the 1995-1999 period, however, Spain did not improve its 
position compared to other nations. 

 
During this time period, Spain reported a negative growth of 3.9% in their world 

market share of high tech exports. Italy and Germany also reported negative growth. 
Ireland, because of its significant computer manufacturing and chip expansion during this 
time, had, by far, the greatest jump in the world market share of high technology exports, 
reporting a 7.7% increase. Sweden also improved its export standing, as did Finland and 
the EU, to lesser degrees. Italy showed the worst performance of the countries in this 
benchmark.  
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 Value Added in High Technology Industries 
 

As the graph below indicates, Spain has the lowest value added in High 
Technology Industries, when measured as a proportion (%) of their Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP). Germany’s rate is approximately double that of Spain. Finland and the 
EU also show much higher rates than does Spain.  
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Value Added of Knowledge-Intensive Services 
 

In contrast to the previous chart, Spain rates very highly on the measure of value-
added of knowledge-intensive services, as a proportion (%) of their Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP). 
 

Spain, at 32.4%, is generally in line with the European Union average on this 
measure and only slightly behind Denmark. Germany’s rate of 42.3% rate is considerably 
better than others on this measure.  
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Information Technology  
 
 
 
Computer Usage 
 

One measure of a country’s current level of technology-development is its rate of 
adoption of new technological products. Over time, nearly every country will show an 
increase but comparisons at a point in time can be significant in suggesting which regions 
are on the leading edge of technology.  

 
From the data on computer usage per capita, that is, the number of computers in 

use for every 100 people, the Canary Islands ranks very low. In fact, it ranks lower than 
Spain as a whole (9.4 computers per hundred Canarians compared to 11 computers per 
hundred residents in Spain). And the Canary Islands computer usage rate is only slightly 
more than half as great as that of Italy. It is less than half that of the EU as a whole and 
significantly less than the leader, Sweden.   
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Information Technology Expenditures  
 

As in the previous chart, it is clear that as of several years ago, the Canary Islands 
was lagging in its investment on information technology. It was expending only 36.3 
Euros on information technology on a per capita, or population-adjusted basis. That rate 
of expenditure was roughly one-seventh the rate being expended by Spain--250 Euros.   

 
In contrast, Italy and Ireland expended 300 and 400 euros per capita, with 

Germany and Finland spending roughly twice as much. The leader, Sweden, spent 1075 
euros per capita, a rate four times as large as Spain.  
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Information and Communications Technology (ICT)  
(As Proportion of GDP) 
 

As in the previous graph, Spain was spending much less than other European 
Union nations on Information and Communication Technology, when measured as a 
percentage of its GDP. Spain spent only 1.4%, whereas Ireland spent 2.10%, and Italy 
close to 4% of its GDP on ICT.  

 
Sweden and Finland, in contrast, spent 6.2% and 5.2% percent of their GDPs on 

ICT, respectively.  
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Information and Communications Technology  
 

As with the previous information technology and information and 
communications technology measures, it is clear that the Canary Islands and Spain have 
been investing less than other nations.  

 
The Canary Islands expended 424 Euros per capita on ICT, while all of Spain 

invested 768 Euros per capita. Spain’s rate was approximately half that Ireland, Germany 
and Finland. Sweden invested at a rate nearly four times as great as Spain and seven 
times as great as the Canary Islands.  
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Education 

 
 
 
Students Enrolled in Tertiary Programs 
 

Tertiary programs refer to college level programs. The following chart documents 
the tertiary student enrollment as a percentage of the total population.  

 
The Canary Islands reports 2.7% of their population as being enrolled in a tertiary 

program. The proportion for the Canary Islands is above Germany’s 2.59%, but slightly 
lower than Sweden’s proportion, and those of the European Union and Italy. Spain has 
one of the highest percentages, with 4.26% and is at approximately the same level as 
Finland.  
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Total Number of PhDs in Science and Technology 
 

In 1997, Spain awarded just over 6,000 doctorates in science and technology 
fields, ranking only behind Germany and Italy in raw numbers. Hawaii and Puerto Rico 
produced only 110 and 84 doctorates in Science and Engineering respectively. Even after 
taking into account their smaller populations, the rates for Hawaii and Puerto Rico were 
considerably less than for Spain. Sweden and Finland far outpaced Hawaii, Puerto Rico, 
Italy, Germany, and even Spain, on a population-adjusted basis.  
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New Science and Technology PhDs  
(Aged 25-34 years, population adjusted—per 1000 population)  
 

As noted in the text for the previous graph, Sweden and Finland are producing an 
inordinate share of new PhDs in science and technology fields. Sweden boasts the highest 
production of new S&T PhDs, producing 1.17 new PhDs for every 1000 residents. 
Finland and Germany also have high rates.  

 
Italy is producing the lowest rate on a population-adjusted basis, (.17).  Spain has 

a relatively low rate of .43 new PhDs per 1000 residents.  
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Science and Technology Graduates  
 

Of all graduates, including undergraduates or first degrees, in 1997, Spain had one 
of the lowest percentages: only 31% of graduates were in science and technology fields. 
Spain’s rate was the lowest except for Italy. Spain is not that far behind Ireland the 
European Union, but considerably below Germany, Sweden, and the leader, Finland, 
which had over 57% of its graduates majoring in science and technology fields. 
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Researchers 
(Population Adjusted Basis--per 1000 employees in the workforce) 
 
 

As with the previous indicator on science and technology graduates, Spain ranks 
only above Italy on this measure of researchers in the workforce. In Spain, there are 
about 3.8 researchers per 1000 persons within the workforce.  

 
In the European Union as a whole, researchers comprise between 5.5 and 5.8 of 

every 1000 workers. The leader, Sweden, has 10.6 researchers.  
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Change in Research and Development Researchers  
(Growth Since 1995) 
 
 

While the previous chart showed Spain lagging in the overall proportion of 
researchers, it appears Spain is making some progress relative to other European Union 
countries.  

 
Since 1995, Spain has posted an increase of more than 10% in researchers, the 

third largest greatest among the benchmark jurisdictions. Only Ireland (16.51%) and 
Finland (12.68%) posted larger proportional increases. Spain’s increase was far greater 
than Italy, as well as Germany, Sweden, and the European Union as a whole.   
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Change in Research and Development Personnel in Spain 
(1995-2000) 
 

This measure was developed to explore the relative proportions of research and 
development personnel (not just researchers) in the three regions of the Canary Islands, 
Barcelona, and Madrid, and to detect if there were any changes over time in research and 
development personnel. The latter was unlikely to occur, given that a short time period 
was involved, and that is exactly what was found. There have been no discernible 
changes among the three regions, except for a decrease in proportion of R&D personnel 
in Madrid. That change is probably caused by a more rapid increase in the total 
workforce of Madrid, rather than a decline per se in R&D personnel.  

 
As can be seen, the Canary Islands has the smallest percentage of personnel 

employed in R&D, and there has been insignificant change over the time period.  
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Change in Research and Development Researchers in Spain 
(1995-2000) 
 

As with the previous chart which described total personnel in research and 
development, this chart shows very similar patterns for researchers only. There has been 
no discernible change for the Canary Islands in terms of its research workforce, the 
Canary Islands rank far below the other two regions in the relative size of its research 
workforces, and only Madrid shows any noticeable change over the time period. There is 
some sign that Barcelona’s rate is inching upward but another year or two would be 
needed to assert that conclusively.  
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Research and Development 
 
 
Research and Development Expenditures  
(As Proportion of GDP) 
 
 

Total research and development expenditures of the Canary Islands are the lowest 
of any jurisdiction in this benchmarking.  For the Canary Islands only about one-half of 
one percent (0.53%) of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is expended on research and 
development. Barcelona’s expenditure on R&D is twice as high, totaling 1.11% of its 
GDP.  For Spain, the rate is 1.29% of the GDP.  

 
The rate for Hawaii also is relatively low, as is Italy’s. Ireland’s expenditure on 

R&D totals 1.39% while all the other countries and the EU spend more than 1.75%. 
Sweden’s expenditure is 3.7% of its GDP. 
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Sources:  Personal correspondence with SOFESA, San Antonio, with Dr. Andres Rodriguez-Pose, London 
School of Economics, and with Barcelona Business; CORDIS, National Science Foundation.   
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Research and Development Expenditures  
(As Proportion of Governments’ Budgets) 

 
Research and development expenditures as a proportion of governments’ budgets 

show a slightly different pattern than the previous graph. 
 
Spain’s allocation of 0.69% of its total budget to research and development 

exceeds that of Ireland and Italy, unlike in the previous graph. The proportion for Spain is 
only slightly lower than that in Sweden or the European Union. Development. In 
comparison, Finland dedicates about 1% percent of its budget to research and 
development.  
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Research and Development Expenditures Disaggregated 
(Breakdown by Institutional Sector) 
 

One interesting aspect of research and development expenditures is where the 
research is performed: by businesses, in government facilities, or at universities.  

 
In all instances, most of the research and development expenditures occur with 

businesses. However, the proportions vary considerably. In Spain, and Italy, only slightly 
more than half of all R&D is performed by businesses. The highest proportion expended 
by businesses is in the United States, with slightly more than three of every four dollars 
(78%) occurring within the business sector.   

 
Sweden and Ireland also have very high rates of business R&D expenditures, with 

slightly lower proportions in Germany and Finland.  
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Research and Development Expenditures Disaggregated 
(Industry Financed Research and Development as Proportion of Industrial Output) 

Another measure of research and development expenditures shows how much 
research and development is financed by industry in each country. (The previous graph 
showed where the research and development was performed, not the source of financing.)  
A higher proportion of industry-financed research usually indicates a higher rate of 
technology commercialization in subsequent years. It also can be an indicator of stronger 
efforts in absorbing existing knowledge from other sources such as the government 
sector, higher education and from abroad.  
 

Of the seven benchmark regions, Spain has the lowest rate of industry financed 
research and development as a proportion of total industrial output: 0.58%. Italy’s rate is 
only slightly higher at 0.6%. All of the other regions have rates at least twice as great as 
for Spain and Italy. Sweden ranks the highest, with a rate of nearly 4 percent.   
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Total Internal Research and Development 
(1995-2000) 
 

The following chart compares the internal research and development expenditures 
for the Canary Islands, Barcelona, and Madrid over the five-year period. As with other 
measures of research, the Canary Islands clearly has the lowest percentage of total 
internal R&D, averaging around 2.1%. That rate is dramatically lower than Barcelona 
and Madrid, and has not changed over the five-year period. Over the same period, 
internal R&D has increased slightly in Barcelona and decreased in Madrid.  
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Scientific Publications  
(Per Capita) 
 

Scientific publications are an important indicator of the scientific activity within a 
region or country. In 1999, Spain registered a low number of scientific publications, 
producing 451, on a per capita (million) basis. This was the second lowest number, after 
Italy.  

 
Barcelona registered a respectable rate of 859 scientific publications per million, a 

rate only lower than those of Finland and Sweden, which each reported more than a 
thousand publications, (1157 and 1431 respectively) per million inhabitants.  
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Change in Scientific Publications  
(1995-1999) 
 

Spain is exhibiting an improvement in its scientific publications. It showed a 7% 
increase in scientific publications from 1995-1999. Ireland’s improvement was only 
slightly higher. Spain’s increase was substantially than Italy and Germany, and more than 
twice as great as that of the European Union and Sweden.   
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Highly Cited Papers 
 

Another measure of scientific prowess is its standing in the international academic 
community. One of the best indicators of that is its proportion of highly cited papers. For 
the three-year period of 1997 through 1999, Ireland had the highest rate, with 1.31% of 
all its scientific publications being rated as highly cited. Finland, Germany. Italy, and 
Sweden, as well as the European Union also each had rates above 1%.   
 

Spain’s rate of less than 1% (0.8%) was the lowest in this group.  
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Highly Cited Papers  
(Per Capita)  
 

A slightly different pattern emerges on highly cited papers when each country’s 
population is adjusted. As can be seen below, Italy’s rank is by far the lowest. Sweden 
and Finland surpass the other nations, with Sweden having 58 highly cited papers on a 
population-adjusted basis (per million residents). For this time period, Spain produced 12 
highly cited papers on a population-adjusted basis.  
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European Patents 
(Per capita)  
 

One of the traditional measures of science and technology strength is a region’s 
patent history. This measure, of course, is highly correlated to research and development 
organizations in a particular region—R&D units of corporations, public research 
institutes, and universities with significant numbers of faculty and researchers in 
scientific and technical fields.  
 

In 1999, researchers in the Canary Islands were awarded slightly more than 8 
European patents on a population-adjusted basis (per million residents).  For the same 
year, researchers in Spain received patent awards at a rate twice as great as for the Canary 
Islands--19 European patents per million residents. Ireland and Italy each received 
patents at higher rates, 54 and 61 patents respectively.  

 
Sweden, Finland, and Germany led in this category with rates that were five times 

that of Italy and Ireland, and ten times that of Spain.  
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correspondence with Dr. Andres Rodriguez-Pose, London School of Economics. 
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US Patents  
(Per capita)  
 

The pattern for US patents is fairly similar to that for European patents. Sweden 
has received substantially more patents per capita than other countries, with Finland and 
Germany ranking second and third on a population-adjusted basis (per million residents).  
There is a significant reduction in patent awards between the latter two countries and 
Ireland and Italy. For the same year, researchers in Spain received the fewest number of 
US patent awards, a rate which was roughly one-fourth that of Italy and Ireland.   
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Summary Comments 
 

Because of the severe data limitation problems, it is difficult to conclude a great 

deal from the benchmarking. For the most part, nothing terribly unexpected was 

discovered. Clearly the Canary Islands is less technologically-intensive than Spain as a 

whole, Barcelona, Madrid, or nearly all the other jurisdictions and regions which 

appeared in the benchmarking. Spain generally rates above Italy, and sometimes above 

Ireland, but almost always below the European Union average, Germany, and Finland 

and Sweden. Spain, however, is improving more rapidly than many of the other regions 

as a number of the graphs showed, for example, the change in research and development 

researchers since 1995, and the change since 1995 in scientific publications.    

 

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, most of the comparative data are 

“snapshots” in time. It is imperative that an organization within the Canary Islands, 

perhaps the Office of Entrepreneurial Development, should perform more benchmarking 

longitudinally (over time). The longitudinal comparisons will help determine if the region 

is trending higher on select targets. This may be the best approach available given that 

benchmarking across the regions at a point in time is difficult and somewhat 

unsatisfactory.  

 

A final recommendation is that the proposed Office of Entrepreneurial 

Development or some existing governmental unit be given additional responsibility for 

data collection and analysis. The Canary Islands should have better data on science and 

technology indicators than are currently available. They should be developed, to the 

extent possible, to conform to those at the national level in the European Union and for 

major metropolitan regions in the United States.   
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Appendices 
 

Appendix I  Key Competitiveness Factors for Technology Clusters 
 
 
Appendix II   SWOT Analysis For Four Industry Clusters 
 
 
 
Appendix III Survey Results on Human Resources and Personnel  
 
 
 
Appendix IV List of Key Recommendations 
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Appendix I – Key Competitiveness Factors for 

Technology Clusters 
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Appendix II– SWOT Analysis For Four Industry 

Clusters  
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 Appendix III-Survey Results on Human Resources 
and Personnel  
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Appendix IV-Key Recommendations By Section 
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Key Recommendations By Section 

 
 
 This is a summary of the key recommendations in each section. The priorities for  

each set of activities are noted at the end of the sections in the text and are not repeated 

here. The highest priorities for near- and medium-term actions are identified in the 

Executive Summary.    

 

 
Benchmarking 

 

1. The Canary Islands should have better data on science and technology indicators than 

are currently available. The proposed Office of Entrepreneurial Development or some 

existing governmental unit, should be given additional responsibility for data collection 

and analysis.  

 

2. An organization within the Canary Islands, perhaps the proposed Office of 

Entrepreneurial Development, should perform more benchmarking longitudinally (over 

time) to determine if the region is trending higher on select targets. Longitudinal tracking 

may be the best approach available given that benchmarking across the regions at a point 

in time will be unsatisfactory for years to come.  

 

  

Cases 
 

Most of the recommendations emanating from the cases appear in the subsequent 

sections such as financing and technology transfer. Those that do not, appear here. 
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1. Simplify customs procedures—Because of the IGIC, export and import procedures are 

very complex, and Canary Islands companies, at least those in electronics, are treated as 

being from a different country and not as European, when buying and selling with 

mainland of Spain and the European Union.  

  

2. Improve Subventions—There is a need for more and better information about 

subventions--how to obtain them, eligibility of services, and improved efficiency in 

turnaround time. Also it should be easier for companies to obtain subventions for buying 

and using new technologies.  

 

3. Marketing and Promotion— 

 

• More needs to promote the Canaries as a region that will become a home for high 

technology businesses. One marketing phrase offered by a company was: “Canary 

Islands: A lot more than sunshine.” 

 

• Help companies with marketing outside the Canaries by informing companies 

outside the Canary Islands that there are Canarian companies that can provide IT 

solutions for their problems; 

 

• Improve participation by Canarian companies in information technology fairs like 

Cebit, and allow companies to participate free or for a very low fee.  

 

• Situate qualified professionals in business promotion fields and measure their 

performance against clear and concrete goals.  

 

4. Export Assistance--Provide non-tax assistance for emerging companies to increase 

their exports—e.g. by waiving social security costs on new workers, discounted customs 

tax, special air fairs, or other types of subsidies to reduce export costs for small 

companies.  
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5. Personnel costs—Because the major cost for a start-up company is payroll, consider 

new subsidies involving payroll/personnel costs. 

 

6. Government officials should place more confidence in the abilities of small, private 

sector companies in technology fields. Officials of small companies believe only products 

and services from foreign companies or the public scientific sector are given credibility 

and support.  

 

7. Some small companies are facing direct competition from publicly supported centers 

in the Canary Islands. They consider this competition unfair because they believe their 

subsidies as not as large as those given to the public centers. This belief should be 

reviewed further as the publicly supported centers should work in concert with private 

companies in select fields, not be competitors.  

 

 

Technology Clusters 
 

Concentrate on developing four primary technology clusters in diversifying the economy 

of the Canary Islands:   

 

• Information Technologies (IT) 

• Telecommunication and Electronics 

• Energy 

• Environmental Technologies  

 

These technology clusters are interrelated and have several shared (and overlapping) 

inputs and resources, but each one has a unique effect on the Canary Islands economy.   

These clusters were selected for their short-, mid-, and long-term prospects, and because 

they would employ existing know-how, resources, and infrastructure in the islands.  
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Information Technology (IT) 

1. To align IT research and development (R&D) initiatives and business 

opportunities with specific local and global needs, a sound market strategy should 

be explicitly developed.  

 

2. If Government funds are used to develop market knowledge or support specific 

IT companies as part of an overall strategy, firms should be evaluated according 

to clear business models, with investments focused on companies with superior 

potential for wealth creation in the global competition.  

 

 

Telecommunications and Electronics 

1. Define and select specific technologies and create a financial model based on 

private investment for entrepreneurs. 

 

2. Develop the market sufficiently to attract other service providers from 

overseas. 

 

 

Renewable Energies 

1. The Canary Islands needs to develop an integrated marketing strategy and 

commercialization plan, with the strategic goal of becoming a key player in the 

global alternative energy technologies arena. 

 

 

 Environmental Technologies 

1. Develop a commercialization plan aligned to the R&D strategy of 

environmental technologies, and assist local entrepreneurs to start businesses in 

this sector. Subsequently, attract foreign investors and entrepreneurs or companies 
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to collaborate with local companies or to enhance further this market.  

 

2. Develop further the tourism niche market based on environmental attractions. 

 

 

Additional Potential Technologies--There should be a search for additional 

potential technologies through an accelerated survey of other scientific and 

technical competencies within the Canary Islands. We believe additional 

promising technologies exist in medicine (medical equipment, transplants, 

allergies, telemedicine, oncology), distance-mediating technologies (e-learning, 

telework and telecommuting), industrial chemistry, and many other technical 

competencies at the two universities and most of the government institutes. Other 

potential sub-clusters to aid with diversification may be possible in leisure 

entertainment, agriculture (ornamental flowers), sustainable tourism, and films.   

 

 

Entrepreneurship and Support Structures 

 
1. Create a program, or strengthen it if one already exists, to assist small private 

companies in the Canaries to apply for grant opportunities issued by the Spanish national 

government and the European Union. The cost of a grant development effort would be 

fairly inconsequential and might be a service offered at the incubators or at the University 

of Las Palmas Gran Canaria (ULPGC) university foundation. 

 

2. To assist in overcoming extreme risk aversion by Canary businessmen, arrange for a 

credible organization to conduct a series of training sessions for serious local investors on 

investing in new technologies. Secondly, support and expand ULPGC’s innovative 

“minimal-risk” propositions for Canary Islands businessmen who participate in specific 

technology-based projects.  
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3. Support the Tenerife Chamber of Commerce, and others, in their effort to provide 

more economic research in general as well as research undertaken on behalf of specific 

companies.  

 

4. Examine in more detail the potential of a new one-stop entrepreneurship approach. The 

CONNECT model, particularly as it has been operationalized in Sweden, would seem 

quite appropriate for the Canary Islands. However, it is not clear if an entirely new 

organization should be created or if the key functions of CONNECT should be adopted 

by existing organizations in the Canary Islands.  

 

5. Obtain more systematic data collection and feedback from entrepreneurs.  

 

6. Consider creating small advisory committees on entrepreneurship for each of the 

islands.  

 

7. Enhance the government’s website by adding another set of materials which are 

oriented to indigenous entrepreneurs and speaks to their needs and desires. 

 

8. In conjunction with the two universities, a new program should be created to work 

with a select number of superior business and technology universities in the US, South 

America, and Mexico, to increase Canary Island students’ interaction with international 

students keen on entrepreneurship. 

 

 

Workforce 
1. Internships for university students in mature and emerging businesses should be 

increased in both quantity and quality. The ULPGC program should serve as the model. 

In addition, other intermediary organizations, such as Chambers of Commerce, could be 

brought into such a program to work with employers and small companies.  
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2. There is a need for more mentoring and entrepreneurial models for students at 

universities and entrepreneurs of emerging companies. There should be a regular series of 

speakers and presentations, both in person and virtually when required, by successful 

entrepreneurs in the Canary Islands, the mainland, EU, South America, and North 

America. 

 

3. Training is needed in the near term on business management and entrepreneurship for 

students and entrepreneurs 

 

4. Training is vitally needed, both introductory and moderately advanced, on 

commercialization of technologies for entrepreneurs, government researchers and 

institute administrators, university staff, and some intermediary organizations of 

economic development and planning. 

 

5. Several different types of mobility assignments are needed as another method of 

accelerating technology-based economic development. Immersion of personnel in other 

organizations should occur through (a) personnel exchanges of one to three months with 

research and development units of companies in the EU and US, (b) short stays of 

researchers from public research and development centers and universities to Canary 

Islands enterprises, and (c) exchanges between Canary Islands institutes and those in 

other countries that are seeking links in key Canary Islands technology fields.   

 

 

Technology Transfer and Commercialization 
 
1. To begin closing the large gulf between the universities and private businesses, a 

variety of education and awareness activities should be started: Meet the Researchers 

Series; Meet the Entrepreneurs Series; Courses and Lectures Within Curricula; and 

establishing a Focal Point for University-Business Collaboration.  
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2. The two universities should secure more resources from private businesses. To assist 

with that process, the government should consider (a) A small new program to fund new 

collaborative research between university researchers and businesses. All funding should 

be contingent upon significant matching funds from private businesses. (b) More new 

senior Professors should be appointed to newly created endowed chairs, from a multi-

source funding arrangement based on that used by the University of Texas System. 

 

3. Collaboration among government institutes and businesses can be improved by: (a) 

allowing more use of institutes’ facilities and installations for demonstration projects and 

tests; (b) serving as test bed sites for experimentation on small-scale, appropriate 

technologies, particularly related to the integration of wind, solar, waste treatment; (c) 

undertaking joint research tests with EU companies; and (d) training programs involving 

countries which will be markets for Canary Islands technologies such as West Africans.  

 

4. To encourage a continuing entrepreneurial orientation by the government institutes and 

to ensure that they collaborate further with businesses, thought should be given to a pilot 

project in which annual support for several institutes is diminished. A decline of 5 or 

7.5% per year for three or four years would encourage the institutes to seek more external 

funding. 

 

5. Consider a pilot test of accelerating indigenous R&D through what might be termed 

“technology importing.” This would draw upon the substantial basic and applied research 

capabilities in “research rich” countries such as Russia, to amplify Canary Islands R&D 

industry sectors.  

 

6. Create a new, small research fund for faculty and senior researchers at universities and 

appropriate government institutes, which would support research that is high-risk and 

unlikely to be supported by traditional sponsors without further development and 

refinement.  
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7. Combine the Canary Islands’ unparalleled weather and technology by defraying a 

portion of costs associated with technology-based academic, research and development, 

and industry conferences, particularly those which have many technology-related 

companies as prospective attendees. 

 

8. Consider a fund for defraying technology transfer costs involved with collaborators 

outside the Canary Islands. This would assist in offsetting a portion of costs in bringing 

corporate customers and collaborators to the Canary Islands. Because this type of fund 

would be somewhat experimental it should be pilot tested initially with certain types of 

companies, for instance PYMEs in Latin and South America, or in one or two industries.  

 

9. Create a mechanism to link detailed MBA-level marketing expertise with university 

and government institutes. Operationally, this could be a service made available to the 

institutes on a fee-for-service basis, part-time appointments of staff at the institutes, or 

some other approach. Institute researchers do not have expertise available currently. This 

is a huge need which must be addressed for any technology transfer to occur.  

 

10. Provide substantial expertise on commercialization strategies and technology 

licensing. As with the marketing expertise item above, there are a variety of possible 

mechanisms. This is a very significant need in the Canary Islands.  

 

 

Venture Capital and Financing 
 
1. To meet the financing needs of new companies and the desires of private investors, an 

“angel network” should be created as a vehicle for potential investors (“angels”) to 

review investment opportunities submitted by entrepreneurs. Angel networks should be 

started on both Tenerife and Gran Canaria, and possibly elsewhere.  

 

2. To provide seed financing to new technological businesses in their initial phases of 

development, create a Canary Islands equivalent of the Neotec program, operated by 
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Spain’s Centre for Industrial and Technological Development (CDTI). The financing is 

provided on a matching basis (75% from Neotec and 25% matched by the companies), 

and loans are repayable only when the companies achieve profitability. 

 

3. Consideration should be given to a mechanism for funding a small number of 

commercialization projects between emerging companies in the Canary Islands and larger 

companies outside the Canary Islands.  This would encourage joint ventures and address 

the need expressed by a number of companies in the focus groups that were seeking 

strategic partners. Two different types of joint venture funds could serve as models: (a) 

BIRD Foundation (Israel-U.S. Binational Industrial Research and Development) and the 

Canada-Israel Industrial Research and Development Foundation (CIIRDF); and (b) funds 

involving commercialization of university intellectual capital, products, and processes 

such as the Hawaii Commercialization Fund or the Advanced Technology Program and 

Technology Development and Transfer Program of the State of Texas.      

 

4. To complement SODECAN, create a new financing mechanism to invest government 

resources directly into a limited number of technology companies. One or more 

professional investment firms selected through a competitive tender should make 

investment decisions. 

 

5.  Consider two other methods to increase venture capital in the Canary Islands: (a) the 

Certified Capital Companies Program in operation in some US state governments 

(including Florida and Texas) which provides incentives for insurance companies to 

provide venture capital; or (b) development of a pooled investment fund for private 

investors.   

 

6. Provide financial assistance to small technology companies to offset a portion of their 

exporting costs. The fund should limit assistance to any specific company for a limited 

period of time, perhaps no more than three or four years, and cover only a portion of 

export costs, with the remainder being provided by the company.  
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Additional Actions for Consideration  
 

1. Examine local purchasing preference laws and regulations to determine how emerging 

technology companies can be included in major tenders. Companies feel they are 

bypassed now, and the issue needs to be addressed immediately as there appear to be a 

number of upcoming large infrastructure projects (commuter rail, ports, communications 

etc.) scheduled for tender in coming years.  

 

2. Within SOFESA, create an Office of Technology-Based Economic Development or 

Office of Entrepreneurial Development to coordinate numerous entrepreneurial functions.  

 

3. West African Marketing Study—A detailed comprehensive study should be conducted 

very soon to determine what markets are viable in the West African region. Without that 

information it is very difficult for companies in several sectors to move forward 

realistically with export plans. A study of the magnitude and scope needed is beyond 

what any one company can do.   

 

4. Consider creation of a “Tourism & Hospitality Technology Development Institute” to 

encourage a more rational and systematic approach for tourism development in the 

Canary Islands. The Institute would be a research, development and technology transfer 

organization devoted to all the specific activities and processes of the tourism industry. 

Tourism is so important to the Canary Islands now, and IT will become increasingly 

important not only to the Islands but also to tourism, that a new entity may be warranted. 
 


